HERE'S

How:

(!f It's faster. With CBN wheels. it's three
or four times faster; in fact The PHS 254

features electronic probe alignment for
fast, accurate setup; 4-axis CNe contml;
10 lIP variable speed grinding spindle;
and much more-all standard.

~.

I!f It's versatile. It handles both bore and

shank-type spiral-ffuted hobs up to 10"x 1.0",
and an optional 5th axis is available. And its

small, compact. footprint makes it. ideal for
even job shop applications.

[!{ It':s 'easy to operate.

User friendJy

GE FANUC 16'CNC control and on-screen
prompts allow an operator to program and run
the PHS 254 with only an hour's training.

I!f Best of aU, it's a Pfauter. So it's built here in the U.S ..
by the world leader in bobs-and

hobbing-tedmology.
'1IIi"

CHICNlO,1!iB"T'EI!iIBE7111.

,.1_

'lfl.n ,our booth 4700'
IIcConnick
Ea.'

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL61132-2698

Phone: 815-282-3000
Telefax: 815-282-3075

U.S.A.
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Effect of IExtendedlooth Contact on the
Modeling of Spur IGearlransmissions
Hsiang

Hsi UIlCInd

Jife ng Wang

Memphis State University, Memphis. TN
Fred

.8. Oswald

and John

J. Coy

NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH
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Gear IFundamentals
C'omputerized Hob,Inspection '& .Applicatio:ns - Part II
Yefi m Kotl y ar
Global Gear. Downers Grove. Il.
Cover photo courtesy of
Fette Tool Systems ..Inc.,
Brookfield. WI.
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For

Maximum

HAS EVEN
Profitabi;llit'Y

MI-Kanzald delivers everything you expect
from a world class gear finishing machine

Tha1's,why

producer. They deliver outstanding design

GMJ~-Kanzakllis
the premier

and mgged construction for consistent high

choice when
maJdng Icruclal
decisions ,about
Igear flnishingl
leQuipment.

deliver superior technical suppOril: to ensu re

quality production and longer tool life. They

minimal set up and peak per1ormance. They
also deliver something: you don't take for
granted .... Ieading edge technology.
This sophisticated equipment offers
optimal performance and accuracy, resulting
in increased shop profitability.
When your success is dependent upon
your cholce of major equipment, settle for
nothing less than GMI·Kanzaki. With GMI·

--

---

THE AUTO LOADER AND GAUGING OPTION

Kanzakl, gear finishing equipment is one

An example of.this leading edge technology is the Auto Loader and

thing you: won't have to spend precious time

Gauging option for the GFB-2S0 hard gear finishing machine.

managing. Their leading edge technology

This technology enables the machine to automatkalfy load and unload

puts you out in front. .. and k.eeps you there!

gears, and to introduce dressing as needed. saving /abor costs
and mainfiJjning accuracy.
And allto gauging ensures finished gears arB within toleraf/C8S.
If not the auto dressing function implements modifications to (}uarantee

CHICAGO.

SEPTEMBER

7·15,199.c

subsequent pieces.aro meeting specifications.

SEE US ,AT IBOOTH #5228
-

GMI-Kanzaki gives

YOI1

the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

--------

GMI·KANiZAKI
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 441311
Phone .(21:6) 1642-0230 FAX (21'6) 642-0231
CIRCLE A-4 on READER SERVICE CARD

-

-

GMI·KANZIUCI
U,e Curtin',
At

.Edgs'l

Gear down your p-ocess
control costs
AHo!nI'abl'eanaly 'i~
The new PC-based QC 1000 gear inspection system performs fast,
repeatable and highly accurate index, lead and profile tests on internal
and external spur and helical gears and splines, And it: does all this so
economically chat even a small shop now can replace several manual gear
checkers with a powerful, easy-to-use CNC gear inspection system.

F'ulill 4·'.][1- s value
Unlike some competitors' .3-axis systems,

me

QC 1000 offers real value with fu1l4-ax.is CNC
,capability mat handles work pieces up to] 5" long
and '9'" in diameter.

IL_ .rn

MOP -, now

Phone 513/859-8273,

Fax 513f85i9-4452.
And find out how easily you can reduce your ge-ar
manufacturing

=-

01

costs,

...

,M&M ,P.REC?'S'CN
SYSTEMS Corporation

AN ACME·CLEVELAND
CIRCLE A·3

COMPANY

on, READER

:S'ERVICE CARD,

ImTS '911i, the Association
biennial

machine

McConnick

for Manufacturing

tool extravaganza

opens

Technology's

September

7 at

Place in Chicago. As always, the size of this show is

astonishing. Over 100,000 visitors, enough to populate a mediumsized town, will converge on Chicago's lakefront to visit more than

1,200 exhibits spread over the entire McCormick Place complex.
~MTS is a major marketplace.

On-site sales at the 1992 show

reached $407 million, and the majority of visitor
expected to be decision-makers

at [MTS 94 are

ready and able to buy. Exhibitor

have come prepared to do business, and the show, with tile latest

equipment on display, is a good place to research your next purchase and, perhaps, close a deal.
Business in many areas of the manufacturing

sector seems to

be picking up. You may wish to consider making the upgrades in
your equipment

that you put off during leaner times. There are

few places besides IMTS where you will
find more of the latest equipment
information

and

aU gathered in one place. In

this issue we have included some suggestions to help you. maximize your returns
from

visiting

planned

the show.

fact-finding

A carefulty

trip can save both

time and money.
Gear Technology

will be at ~MTS for

the first time this year. We are locking
forward to meeting and talking with you,
about your interests

and concerns

re-

garding our industry.

Drop by at Booth

N2-7193 (on the same floor with most of
-----

the

gear

manufactur

ing equipment

IJU B 1.1SII E, H .5 IJ" I~l:

exhibitors) and say "hello."

Information has never been more important to success in manufacturing than it is today. The people who know the most about
what's happening in their industry are in the best position to prosper. IMTS is a great place to gather some of that information.

Seeyou" Ih"how...

~

~

•

Michael Goldstein,
Editor-in-Chief
JULY/AUGUST

1994
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The biggest industria'i badel show in the,worldl this year
" .." ,.

imponanl marketplace-win

and She manufacturing machinery lindustry's mott

be at McCormick Pl'aee linChic:ago September 7-15\

lhe, Association for Manufalcturilng Jechnollogy'. thesp,onsor o,f :IMlTS 94. e,xpects, more than 1,000

'w

1

exhibitors and more than 100,000 visitors at the' biennial ,event .Allof McCormick. Place, nearly one miUion

square f,eet. wiU be turned into

"'81

,.

f,actory of the Mu"e"fo.r the nine' days, VIsitors; from all over the world will

wa'ik the' aisles, reviewing billions of dollars' worth ,ofcutting-edg,elechnol'ogies.
Technologyadvettisers wm be showingl,a wide variety of thel latest eq,uiipment and

ThefoUowingl,Gear

processes at their booths.

,

,.

,
., ,

,,.
,.,
,''''~
... ,.

;-rrv
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F~

American

Pfauter

Limited

Partnership

Loves Park, lL (Booth E3·470()
PHSO

,,.
,.,
, ,.

"f»

r

"r
,,,.,.

'r

will feature the

bobbing machine, the PSA300 shaping

ing and finishing

end mills for end and center

spindle machine. the GM16AC automatic lathe,

vex and TwinCUI. developments,

r,he GLD20 sliding head automatic, the 'GAC65.

roughing

the Hes app nVH25 verticalmrmng

changeable

Kapp VA 61 and GAS5]

machine, the

grinding

machines.

& Koch Machine

and finishing
egmems

Cincinnati

Nl-6911) w.ill demonstrate

and a multitude of other manufacturing solutions.

ferirtgldeburring

featuring

Springfield,

Fellows

VT

Corporation.

technology

ing machinery. gearcutting

bore grinder.
E c H~toIOL01/1

gear

cutting,

lapping

and

cham-

machines, plus innovative

ing and workholdmg,

tool-

Come see .15-second hob

and more. Complete gear processing technology

tools and CNC optical

with internal edge sen ing. See the
precision

.

CNC

are

at the VT USA

new Bryant Ultraline UL2 high-speed

the latest CNC hob-

J&L

booth. Stop by our booth for the late tgear shapcomparators

NY (Booth

changes. totally automatic dressing and grinding

and Bryant Grinder Corporation
advanced

axial.

for faster output than

bing. gear grinding and honing machines. as well
a

N2.7182).

hobs with inter-

The GI.eason Works. Rochester,

I.2C . lant bed lathe with a NUM CNC Plus control

Metrology

heavy duty

and thread rolling

radial and tangential head

Tool Company,

(Booth E2-2003) will feature the

Corporation.

hob.

they

thread cutting.

along with Pfauter-Maag culling tools,
Rockford.,IL

r

'l8ooth N2-650J), will feature Fette cobalt rough-

will have carbide indexable tools, including Uni-

CBN gear grinder, a remanufactured

",.,.
.,
,,. ,.

W~

Mikron AIS gear bobbing machine, the CTX twin

(Booth

...'"","g.

Inc., Blrookfidd.

machine, the PHS254 hob sharpener, the Pfauter

Fellows

r

Tool Systems

cutting. profiling and pocket milling. Ala.

Bourn

.r"iJ
.... ,.,.

Fette

of

,,~;.;
frv

for spur, helical, bevel, or hypoid gear.
GMl. Independence,

OH(8oot11

will di play the GB,-2S0/CNC-S

five-a i .hard

gear fin:ishing machine, with new feature
fy the requirements

Nl-5228)
to satis-

of gear manufacmrers

super-flne surface finishes on gears.

:for

..I11.
"

".

,

...')

rJ'
...,,.r'"
rJ'r

rIP,
... ,..

Inductehea!
(Booth

multi-media
including

, j.....

'£;9

Madison

standard

tempering,

heating

and custom

equipment

annealing

self-contained

scan-hardening

a wide

capabilities,

for heat treating.

brazing,

MI

an interactive,

display system showcasing

supplies

flexible,

Heights,

will feature

of our induction

variety
power

Inc.,

Nl-64S5)

and more.

stariscan

arne!

hardening.
Our

for vertically

a wide variety of parts will also

be on display.
Kanzaki

Kokyukoki

Ltd., Amagaski,
"'"

'J'

Manufacturing

Hyogo, Japan

(Booth NI-5228)

will display the GFB-250/CNC-5

~~t7gear frnishing

Co.,

five-axis hard

machine, with new features to' satis-

fy the requirements

of gear manufacturers

for

super-fine surface finishes on gears.
Liebherr,

Saline,

MI (8ooth

feature the revolutionary

~

,.;p---'

~..~,.,
."£1

N2·6953)

will

LC82 CNC gear hob-

bing machine from Liebherr, designed for dry cutting at high speeds. Also on di play at. the booth
will be a Klingelnberg gear inspection station, a
Lorenz gear shaper, all LS 1.54 CNC and Oerlikon
. equipment.
Mitsubishi

Machine

Tool USA Inc., Itasca,

IL (Booth EJ-4299) will be introducing their new
CNC gear grinding machine. It uses either CBN

Dr vitrified wheel technology along with optional
dressing capability.

...

•
r'r~
,..
,T,.,.

Also, they will display their

new GC2D CNC gear hobber with state-of-the-art
automation and carbide cutting.

Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools, Loves Park.
IL (Booth E3-47fJO) will display its line of hobs
(including

the Wafer Hob and Opti-Gash

hapercutters

Hob),

(including the Wafer Shaper Cut-

ter), milling cutters and! shaving cutters.
Sala & BLM Corp.,

Elk Grove ViiUage, IL

will feature CNC tube bending

(Booth Nl·6782)

and endforming equipment: tube loading, sawing
and deburring

systems;

circular

saws for solid

reel and tubing; and high- peed saws for aluminum and! plastic.
WMW

Machinery

Nyack, NY (Booth
exclusively

Company,
EJ-429S)"

represented

Inc.,

Wiest

NILES Berlin,

by WMW Machinery

Company, Ine., will exhibit the new Profile gear
grinder.

Its two independent

CNe-controlled

grinding wheel slides, menu-driven

CNC control

and integrated software guarantee highest producrivity, FDr additional

information,

WMW Booth E3-4298 .•

·~lJ

please visit

.

"'II'
or:

r,
r

"
II'

r~;\
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Making the Most of
Your Trade Show Visit:

[6
I

'I

I

PhH.lip, M. Pe.rry
1. Neg,lec.tillg advance p.lalll.lillg.

oing to IMTS? Beware, It's
ea y to make any number of

"I would really stress the jmportance

common

of preparing

mistakes

that can

turn your productive

buying

trip into an expen jve bomb.

advance:'

for your visit

far in

ays Richard J. Brunken,

support and customer service?
One question or a series of similar
question

will keep you focu ed on

Devel-

what you really need to accompli h at

cite the

lack of ufficient advance planning a

3. Not developing a strategy 10
reach goals. You may fail to reach

called Adventure of Trade Shows in

the number

your goals because you did not plot

Federal Way, WA. "And time rs the

show visitors spin their wheels, They

detailed

currency of the ]990,"

advise marking your calendar a month

so all your steps are laid out. before

how. That' when

you arrive at the show," say JoAnn

"Attending
investment

a trade
in time,"

president of Human Resource

which manufacturer can I get the best

how

an

IS

says Steve

Miller, who runs a consulting

firm

How true. 'Given the business
opportunjtie

you forgo to attend the

opment. Milwaukee, WI.
Indeed, most consultants
one reason

prior to the trade

why trade

11

trategy. "Define a game plan

do e

you should start thinking about two

R. Hines,

. how. the hours you pend navigating

things: your goals for attending the

shows every year as president of the

the aisle can be more expensive than

how and your strategy for reaching

who attends

consulting

firm of Hine

to 2.0

& As oci-

the actual cash outlay for flight and

those goals.

hotel room.

2. D~fi1lillg goals tlJat are too gen,·
erato When deciding what you want

result itn achieving your staled goals.

slate-

Example: See x number of vendors to

So how can you get a solid return
on all this investment

in lime and

ates, Ackworth, GA.

from the show, avoid general

money? Seven trade show consultants

rnents such as "seeing what'

pinpoint

"seeing our suppliers."

the most common

errors

made by trade show visitors -

then

tell you how to avoid making them,

new" or

If you don 't

set. specific goals, the show may end

for a specific

Part of

II

successful

strategy is to

allocate tasks among coworkers

to accomplish all you could.

will be attending

Steve Miller sugge rsa better way:
what. is the biggest

who

the show. Do this

early enough to avoid the duplication
of effort that would otherwise result

problem you have ill your business,

when different people plan to ace om-

Phillip M. Perry

Write thi down in the form of a que -

plishthe

Nev: York-based writer
sperializing ill business

(ion. Theil take this que lion to the

management and law. His

show with the idea of getting answers

4. Failing to get a floor pial' alld
booth directorrinadvance,
Most

from fhe staffers in the booths,"

shows have floor plans that list booth

is

Q

business articles
appeared

IUll'1!

in plibliC'afiofls

such as World Trade and
International Business. H~
is lire former Complll(!r and
finance editor of a major
industry newspaper.
GE.AR

find the best sources

product or type of equipment.

with you feeling as though you failed

"Ask yourself

'101

The steps in rhe straeegy . hould

TECHN·OLOGY

For example, how can .I get greater

arne goal,

numerically

and directories

that Iist

cutting accuracy and longer tool Iife?

exhibitorsalphabetically.

Who offer: the highest productivity

advance of the show, a 1<:.
the manag-

with the lowest per piece co t7 From

ing company to send you both.

Wen in

"Cross-reference

the directory with

the floor plan to layout
plan which maximizes

a walking
the time you

spend at the show," says Hines. The
savings in hours will ensure that you
reach your goals. "Most people just
turn to

the right and go down the aisle
copy of

the directory is not available? "Many

YOIl

can check off

tor your progress in getting through
your top priority stops.
6. Making

many appoilU-

tO'O"

ments .. Don't get carried away when
you make appointments.
squeeze

to start the show," says Hines.
And what if an advance

walking the floor.

the booths as you see them and moni-

Trying

to

too many in one day can

actually make you less effective

on

the floor ..That's because you caneas-

shows that don't send out directories

ily fall behind and start rushing from

win send you theirexhibitor

one appointment

registra-

to another

before

you have all the information

tion Ii ts," advises Hines.
Indu try trade publications

will

usually include advance directory and

you

intend to gather.
"Rather

than

setting

definite

booth information (see p. 9).

appointmen; times, I suggest you tell

S. Not pri;oritizing sections of the
floor plan, Try to estimate how many

the booth staffers you will drop by

booths you will be able to visit during

Hines. "Say someth:ing like, '['II drop

the time you have at the show. "Tile

by between this and that time ....

average attendee

spends

about

13

minutes at each exhibit targeted for a
visit,"

ays Brett Fisher, marketing

during certain. windows of time." says
'" If

the staffer is busy when you drop by,
don't

waste time hanging

around.

Leave word about the next window of

manager of the Trade Show Bureau, a

time in which you'Il drop by, then

Denver, CO, association

move on.

that studies

tile industry .. He adds: "To that you
must add your walking time, eating.
resting

ancl the chance

encounters

with peers."
Considering that slack time, figure

7. Ca.rryillg

too much, Travel

light. Hauling a briefcase

and other

exhibitors

you specifically

by

want to

see, not unknown booths where you

!Fortoday's tighter specs, conventiona I
gear manufacturing methods just
don't cut it.
Niagara Gear does.

effective

in the booths. If possible,

notes, along with your specific ques-

run

-

As ground gear specialists, we use
the latest grinding wheel technologies
and aJI electronic Reish<luerge<lr
grinders to meet even the most
demanding dose-tolerance gear
requirements.

you less

hour.

booths

~-c,

unnecessary items can slow you down

carry only what. you need to take

are

10·

and tire you out, making

you can visit maybe three booths each
These

The'_ans-we·,-___ r ryour
most demandiirigl
g'ear app.lications.,

tions and your floor plan.
And don't

weigh yourself

down

Our ground spur and helical gears.
give you:

stop for quick looks while walking lip

with lots of product literature from the

• Over 30% more load capacity than
commercial qualltygears

and down the a:isles.

booths. Take advantage of whatever

• Higher gear quality-up to AGMA
Class 15 with crO'Nning

Okay, That comes to ] 8 booths in a
six-hour period. Selectthese

booths as

facilities the how has to check your
pile of literature,

Some shows also

your "Priority l ' selections and mark

have shipping services, even provid-

them with a green marker. Write gen-

ing the cardboard boxes ..

eral guidelines for eeing x number of

8..Weari1lg the wrong shoes .. More

these booths per hour, You want to see

of a problem than you might think,

these exhibitors without fail.

wearing the wrong shoes was univer-

Select a number

of "Priority

2"

booths and mark them with yellow.
You see these booths during

slack

time between the green booths. Then

sally cited asa

damaging

error that

can erode productivity,
outsole,"

Steven I. Subotnick,

in whose products you might be inter-

Hayward,

ested and for those whom you'd like

sole is not hard leather, but is soft and

to see if the opportunity arises.

rubber-like
aid for

• Less scrap, no hand sorting and
1000000f cost
More than 80% of our 'customers are
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
you'll see why.

FAX: (71,6) ,874-9003
fa: (71:'6) 874-3131!

advises

lise a red marker for the new vendors

Now you have a visual

• Uniform tooth profiles

941 Military Road. Buffalo. NIY 14217

"Select a good walking shoe that
has a compliant

• Q uieter operation

a podiatrist

in

CA. "That means that the
so that it absorbs shocks

easily."
JULY/AUGUST

199.
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SAVE WARRANTY COSTS WITH

Diamond
Black®
Coati.ng
BENEFITS:
93-9SRc HARDNESS

You should also select a shoe that

you will be talking wkh staffers who

ha arches that match your foot, espe-

are not already crowded by other buy-

cially if your arches are either unusu-

ers. You will be able to cover a lot

ally low or high. Better quality shoe

more booths right off the bat."

stores have certified

12. Ignoring the newer bootllsl
lines. While you don't want to spend

advise you.
"Women

c

should

avoid pointed

much time at them, the smaller

and newer booths can provide leads

should

for new products that can make your

have leather

that stretches

over the toes and is not so firm that it

visit even more successful.

will cause corns and callouses."

see lots of interesting

9'. Omi/ling

"early bird" visit.
visit the show building early in
all

the morning prior to the official open-

ing time, you willfind

"You'll

products from

exhibitors who are new to the show,"
say Donath. "The e booths are great
for generating ideas."

lots of maga-

Don't make the mistake of ignoring

zines and product literature waiting in

them. The trick is to cover a lot of them

AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE
Resists chipping,
cracking & Peeling

bins. "Gather it up, pack it in a box,

fast, Get in and get out quickly, taking

and check it before the show begins,"

notes on new products you can use.

HIGH ADHESION
Will' not transfer

way." The s110w may also ship it to

Be judicious

your office

shops.

Applied at under 250 F

says Hines,

missed
AFFINITY FOR
LUBRICANTS
CHEMICAL RESISTANT
impervious to most harsh
chemicals, acids and bases

'Then

TEMPERATURE RESISTANT
TO 2282 F
Q

us 8. FOREIGN

PATENTED

Diamond BtackTMcoated
gears have provided 7 times
the gear life VB. uncoated.

TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
r.o, Box 190
100 Somerset Drive
Conover. NC 28613-0190
1-8~368-9968
FAX 704-322-4636
CIRCLiE A-10 on REAO:ER REPLY CARD
GEAR
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w.hen attending

Ask two questions:

work"Is the

anyth ing, and you won't

material covered by the workshop so

unique that I cannot obtain it elsewhere?" and "Does the subject matter

nonessential to buying.
Some literature, such as the market publications. you can review right
away. "Scan them to see if there are
product

announce-

relate directly to my job and to why I
have come to the show?"
A seminar

on time management

may be appealing to you, but you will

ments," advises Bob Donath, a trade

likely answer "no" when you ask the

show consultant in White Plains, NY.

two questions. Unles

"If so, mark where the booths are and

compelling

hit them at an appropriate time."

the workshop (like your boss ordered

10. Not previewing

the show.

there is another

reason for you to attend

you to), avoid it.

show before you start the walk that

14. Not steerilzg the conversatioll
at the bootlls. "As the buyer, you are

you have laid out. Walk the entire

the one in control," says Robert F.

some time to "scope"

the

show floor quickly, looking for unex-

Dallrneyer. president of R. D. Intema-

peeled exhibitors

Take

tional, a Los Angeles, CA, consulting

notes on what looks interesting. Then
sit down and adjust your color-coded

firm. "Never forget that, Don't be
afraid to exerci: e your control by

floor

steering

plan

and

or products.

walking

path

to

the conversation

at the

That means interrupting

a booth

booths."

include them.

n..Followi"g .tlIe crowd.

DIAMOND BLACK

U. Attendil,g too many seminars ..

weigh yourself down with material

Schedule
EXTREMELY THIN
(80 Millionths)

it's out of the

for you. You haven't

any interesting
UNIFORMITY
Surface replication with
no build up

12

'100

shoes," says Subotnick, "Their shoes

If YOLI

LOW TEMPERATURE

shoe fitters to

You are

showing your independence from the

staffer

mob by planning a productive

some features

trade

who is waxing

eloquent

of his product

on
that

show visit. Take that one step further:

don't concern. you and navigating the

Walk the show in reverse. "You wiu

conversation toward benefits that will

get faster attention

help you make more money.

from the booth

staffers if you walk against the traf-

Here's where your goal questions

fic," says Donath. "Most visitors start

really come in handy. Miller suggests

in the front of the show and crowd

writing

the booths. If you start in the back,

dozen 3 x 5 inch cards. When you get

the questions

on several

-

-

-

IMITS Survivel Gu,i;,de
-----

----

--

-

On September 7,

the equivalent of a medium-

sized town will be dropped on Chicago's

lakefront,

Finding your way around this mall city will require
more than strong legs and a good sense of direction.

---

on Level 2 of McCormick Place East. Lakeside Bank
is located al the corner of 22nd Street and King
Drive, west of the North Building.
Fun and Games. Sports

Museums ...

Gear Technology has assembled some basic informa-

theater . , . Great architecture

tion about IMTS to help you get the most from your

No one lacks

show visit.

find the best entertainment,

IMTS Basics

fOI"

Live

The lakefront ...

amusement in Chicago. To help you
Chicago Information

Booths are located in both the North and East build-

Show Dates: September 7 -15

ings. You can also call the Chicago Convention and

Location: McCormick Place, Chicago. [L

Tourism Bureau at 312-567-8500.

Getting to the Good Stuff

Hours: 9.:00 a.rn. to 5:00 p.m, except Sunday, Sept.

p.m. and Wednesday, Sept

11, \0:00 a.m. to 4:00

Many, but not all. of the exhibitors of gear-related

15,9:00 a.rn. 104:00 p.m.

products and services will be located in either the

Registration Information: Call 8oo-322-IMTS.

Metal Forming & Fabricating Pavilion or the Tool-

The Complete Traveler

ing Systems Focus Area, both on the upper level of

Getting TlI'erejrom Here. Shuttle buses, taxis and
the CTA all will have routes between McCormick

McCormick Place North.
To make sure you don't

miss any exhibits

of

Place, downtown Chicago and both O'Hare and Mid-

interest, use the Electronic Product Directory. Just

way airports, Costs run from $ L50 for a CT A Rapid

insert your Expccard (part of your registration pack-

Transit ride from O'Hare to downtown to $28.00 for

et) in one of the computers

taxi service.

McConnick

Shuttle

will be leaving

McCormick

Place for

every 30 minutes during the

located

Place, select. the product

you and get

throughout
of interest to

a printed list.

show. You may also reserve a ride from the show to

And to help you keep your bearings. the carpets in
the exhibition hat! <Irecolor-coded to indicate pavil-

and from Midway Airport

ion and focus area boundaries,

O'HaIe approximately

Special.
between

bus service

McCormick

Hot Times

has also been arranged

Place and all official

IMTS

hotels. Discount passes are available. For more information, call 800-322-IMTS.

JMTS. but

level of McCormick

crowded than the rest of the time. "Slow" days are
the opening

Place North. The number there is 312-808-2055, The

and closing

business centers are located in both

the East and North buildings. They offer

of Manufacturing

Engineers

cosponsoring and managing Manufacturing
Machining,

ecretarial

and

IManufa:ctUiring '94
The Society

can only be checked and picked up at this location.

days and Saturday

Sunday.

exhibit halls have no paging facilities, and messages
Pull-service

at

and last 90 minutes of each day at the show arc less

Phoning Home. Messages may be left at the Mesage Center on the mezzanine

Over 100,000 visitors are expected

there are ways to keep ahead of the crowd. The first

Tooling and Fabricating

IS

'94--rhe

Conference,

and postal services, photocopy machines, fax. facili-

which will run concurrently

ties and package handling. Souvenir and gift shops

will cover a. wide variety of manufacturing subjects,

are located near both centers.

including

Meat a.nd Drink. Levy Re taurants has several
restaurants

inside McCormid:.

Place, featuring

a

majerials.

gear-related

with IMTS. Seminars

issues such as cutting tool

tool management,

remanufacturing

machine tools, EDM and lasers.

variety of items from pizza and hot (logs to full-

The conference

course dinners. Specialty carts selling tacos, oriental

Hours are 8:30 a.m.

food and snacks will be located throughout the exhi-

held in McCormick Place North, Lower Level.

bition halls.
Cash Crop .. An ATM Money Machine is located

will run from September
10

For more information,

7-14,

2:30 p.m, Meetings will be
contact SME at 800-763-

2734 or 313-271-1500.

JULY/AUGUST
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to each booth, hand the cards to a rep

toward your needs, Explain what the

and a k how the company's

products

business decision is; then ask how the

the staffer

That narrows

products at the booths can help you
make that decision ..

designers

can solve yoorproblem,
down the dialogue

to basic matters

"Aliso find a way of verifying what
ay the product can do,"

says Brunken

.. "Get

the name

or other technical

of

people

pronto. iII the staffer doesn't have an
answer right away, say you'U return

the products than the salesman does.

IS. Writing sloppy notes. Jotting

later for the informatiort,

move on quickly to another booth,"

notes on the back of business cards ...

Alternatively, use a uaiemem such
a , "I need to make a busine s deciion" to shift tile booth staffer s pitch
a w.ay from

product

features

and

"If you find you know more about

says Human
ment'

Resources

Develop-

Richard Brunken. You may jot

whom you can call after the show."

in the margin . of bow directories . . .
along the top of product

literature

down the name of a better qualified

sheets ....

person who is expected later.

as many ways to confuse themselves
later

Show visitors can think of

as there

are blank spots

on

papers. Avoid them all. If you return

Our Gear Dressing Dis~ Give
YO!U IEu~opeanlQuality

home with a bunch of sloppy notes on
all kinds of paper. you'H never get
them organized enough to achieve the
goals you et for the show,

"If you need to take a lot of notes,
then atape recorder is good," says
JoAnn Hines of Hines & Associates.
"If you want to jot down short personal
re ponse

to what you . ee, then use a

small note pad that fits in your pocket"
16. Not exploiting "slaw" IIours.
Every show bas its hours when the

aisles are as calm as a country pond at
midnight, ami the booth staffer

tand

around yawning and staring at each
other like owls, "This is the best time
to make appointments,"
ture of Trade Shows'
"especially

says AdvenSteve Miller.

with your high-priority

companie . whom you really must see.
Tired of holding: up production of
You won't have to go overseas when
your high quality gears while you
your dressing discs need repair,
wait for overseas quality diamond
either. Our sets of dressing discs
dressing; discs? Wait no more.
are offered two way,,>: sintered,
Winter's premier quality diamond
randomly
distributed
diamond,
dressing:discs are manufactured right
or plated, single layer, randomly
here in America, in a state-of-the-art
distributed
diamond.
We offer
facility in Travelers Rest. I
a full range of standard
J I modules and d:iametral
South Carolina.
That I
#
means immediate access
pitches. If you require
... ' .:1.
to the world's
finest
a non-standard module
quality dressing discs for
or
a
special
tip
your
Reishauar
SPA,
modification.
we can
'r'I ,C1f"
Fassler DSA, Okamoto or
handle that, too. All in
Csepel dressing units.
record U.s.A. time.

:

,~,,-t
.- ."

Find

OUI

when the low Limes are by

calllag

ahead

exhibitor

or others who have attend-

and

asking

the

ed the show,"
Hine

recommends

Sunday as the

least crowded day if tile show starts
that day. "A lot of buyers don't come
in on Sunday, so you have more lime
to talk with the booth staffers."
says, "It's also

1'1

she

good time to scope

out the how."
]'7.

Not rI.IDrlitoring pr.omises to

/OllOW-flp. Don 't let the exhibitor forU.s.A. - South Carolina

Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.

P.O, Box 1006 • TravelersRest, SC29690
(803) 834-414S • FAX (803) 834-3730

get to contact

you with requested

information, According to Miller 8091
of exhibitors

fail to folfnw up as

promised after the how has dosed its
doors. That means a lot of wa led
C.IFlCLE A-13
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lime, You may never get the informa-

tion that you need to make better buying decisions.
To solve the problem, Miller has
developed
guide."

what he calls a "buyers

,AND THE NU,MBER JS . . "

4

x

8 inches.

i

NI2,-7193

This is a long vertical card

roughly

II

The buyers

carry a couple of dozen such cards as
they walk the show. At each booth
they pull out a card and fill it in with
answers that the representative

gives

to their questions.

Lines are included for information
such as specific products or services

That's

Gear Technology's
Come visit

seen, type, quantity and!delivery terms.

illS

in McCormiick

booth at
:Place

.JIMTS..

.North.

We 'ook forward to seeing you.

Way down at the bottom is a question:
''Wh.al is the action step agreed to after
the show?" Answers may include making a telephone call, a personal visit or
sending literature.
Trade shows are busy times for
exhibitors

and visitor

hundreds

alike.

(or thousands)

With

of people

coming and going at each booth.jt's
easy for records

to get lost in the

shuffle, "By using such a card. you
have a persona]
exhibitor

record of what the

promised

to do,"

says

Miller. Two weeks after the show, go
through your cards and call anyone
who did not follow up with whatever
action or information you requested.

18. Not updating coworkers. Prepare a brief report for your coworkers, What are the trends you spotted?

The applications

you saw? The new

products and technology
"Your sharing

will not only spread

useful and enlightening
but will

introduced?

reinforce

information,

your

learning

process as wen," says Brett Fi her of
the Trade Show Bureau.

In summary, to get the most from
your visit to a trade show, think of it
as a research
recreational

project

rather than a

browse through a shop-

ping mall. Have clear goals in mind
when you go, a dearly
strategy

thought-out

for achieving those goal .

and a specific plan for follow-up after
the show is over. That is the best way
to make your mvesnnent
money, and effort payoff .•

of time,

Test and Discover the Extraord'inary Performance
of IFETTE- IHobs
FETTE- Multiple Gash Hobs
and Gash Master Hobs

Carbide Skive Hobs
f,ot HeultTreated Gears

•

•
•
•

htended Tool Life
- high number of gashes
- ·Iong tool leng,ths
- Tin-Coettnq and Re-Coating
• Short Cutting Times
- high surface speed
- high feed rates
- multiple start design
• Increased Gear Quality
- excellent surface Quality
- extremely small feed marks
- a rnlnirnum of envelope
deviations

•

Solid Carbide IHobs for Roughing
•

tripled speed rates compared
High Speed Steel

•

high efficiency

to

... and many more hob designs.
tailored to your application

FIETTIE

Call us at 1-800-225-0852
tormore intormetton orsend us your inquiry

For precision.

FiETTE Tool Systems lnc,
3725-1 North 126!h SIres"!, P.O. BON 9
BROOKFIELD. WI 53008-0009

increased quality by skive hobbing
cost savings compared to grind.ing
skive on your existing hobbing
machine
very good surface finish

-------
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TELL YOUR CUSTO'MEIRS WHIERE 'TO GOI .' ..
DIRE,CTTHEM RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR WITH A LISTING OR
V.I.P.S.* AD IN GEAR TECHNOLOGY'S ANNUAL BUYER.S GUIDE.
t*Very lrnportant Products & Services)
A listing 'OrV.l.P.S. ad in the Buyers Guide gets you:
•
•
•
•

Constant visibility throughout the year.
A target audience 'Of 36,000 buyers & specifiers from around the world.
A choice of formats & categories. v.I.P.S. ads, listings or both to maximize your presence and visibility.
Forty-two different product/service categories. Be in as many as you want.

EASY AS 1, 2, 3.
1. Fill outthe attached form.
2. Send it with your payment. We do a'll the production work.
3. Wat,ch your responses come in.

Directory listings: as little as $200 each.

V.I.IP.S.ad.s: as little
, as $655 for each 2" ad..

,.
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.1/ Display Advertiser Discount
:n'
Buya 1 page,. 4-color ad to appear in the Buyers Guide issue and get a FREE COMPANY
f=~F:: LlST,IINGand 10% off on listings in the Product
...~,.
and Service sections.
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All other display advertisers in the Buyers
Guide issue get a free Company Listing and 5%
off all other Buyers Guide listings.

10% Early Bird Discount for orders placed before August 10.
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CL fHPf mSL OUAlllV
WHEN YOU iNEED INTiRICATE 'DESIGNS AN!D IMETICUIJ.OUSCRAFTSMANSHIP. RELY ON FAIRLAN'E.'GEAR,INC.

NEW MACHINES JUST PURCHASED
.... KAPP CNC HARD FINISHER
.... AMERICAN PFAUTER eNC HOB

WE OFFER:
,·Gear Noise Reduction Program
.Expert Technlcal Assistance
• Gear Cutting in a Wide Range
of Sizes, Types & Quantities
• Prototype & Emerg,ency Repair I Rebuild Service

COMMITIMENfTO OUAUTV
Reishauer Ground Gears
M & M Precision Gear Chec'ker
Kapp CBN Hard Finished Gears
American Pfauter CNC Hob
Coordinate Measurement
Machine

Oualitygears up to AGMA15, Mlll1-4520BA, Mlt-SlD-45662

Fully implemented SPC, and data
communications capabilities.

SIZE RANGE -Smaller than an
inch to 48"

For the ultimate in quality gears,
call or send inquiries te:

lVPES:
Spur - Internal & External
Helical!-Internal & External
Worms, Worm G.ears
Serrations - Shafts
Splines - lnternal & !Extermal
Sprockets - Clusters
Segments - Spindles

Ratchets - Gear Baxes

Fairlane Gear,llne.
P. O. Box 409 A
Plymouth, M148170
Phone (313) 459-2440
(BOO) 837·

rns

Fax (313) 459-2941
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Many Mode/sand
Sizes to choose' from:

." 'Gea,rShapers
""Gear Hobbers
"'GealrShavers
"" 'GealrHoners
." 'Gea!r'Grinders
." Hob Sharpeners
." InspecUon IEquilpmen.t
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Effect of Extended Too,th
Contact on the Modeling of
Spur Gear Transmissions
Hsi:ang H!si:Un & Jiteng Wang
Mel11phis Stat'e Unive:rsity
Memphis, TN
Fred B..OswaldS; J'ohn J. Coy
·NASA iLew;is Research Center
Cllevelandl. IOH

Abstract

contact-ratio

spur gears when the effect of

tooth flexibility is ignored when the model

tooth flexibility has been considered and when
it has been ignored .. Neglecting the effect

determines which pairs of teeth are in contact

yields an underestimate

Deflection

and an overestimate of the dynamic load.

In some gear dynamic models the effect of

of loaded teeth is not introduced

It is well known that. the dynamics of gear

are underestimated,

systems can be influenced considerably by the

tooth load is overstated,

stiffness of the meshing gear teeth (Refs. 1-5).

stiffness

and the individual

speeds

Introduction

until the equations of motion are solved. This
means the zone of tooth contact and average
tooth meshing

of resonance

A principal excitation for gear dynamics and

especially for heavily loaded gears.

vibration

This article compares the static transmission

is the variation

caused by teeth entering

error and dynamic load of heavily loaded, low-

of [his stiffness
and leaving

mesh.

This stiffness variation isa primary cause of

Nomenclature

the time-varying component of static transmis-

Ed

gear error due to tooth deflection, mm (in)

sion error .. The static transmission

Es

tooth spacing error, mrn (in)

defined as relative displacement of the driving

Ep

tooth profile error or profile modification, mm (in)

gear with respect to the driven gear along the

E/

statictransmissien error of gear pair. mm (in)

line of action. The static transmission

Kil

stiffness of gear mesh, N/mm (lb/in)
(inJlb)

I

tooth prefrle and spacing, runout, alignment

Ral• Ra2

addendum radii of gear I and gear 2,. mm (in)

Rbi' Rb2

base radii.of gear 1 and gear 2. mrn (in)

R1,R2

pitch radii of gear 1 and gear 2, mm (in)

dynamic model is the determination

Sa. s,

separation distance in approachand

pairs of teeth actually

W

recess, mrn (in)

total static transmitted load, N (Ib)
Wb, we static transmitted load on tooth pairs a. h,and c, N (I b)

Ll.I

separation angle: rotation of gear 1 (gear 2 fixed), fad

n.2

separation angle: rotation of gear 2 (gear 1 fixed), fad

contact point of meshing tooth pair
driving gear

2

18

driven gear
CHAR

and deflection under load.
An important

instant.
treated

TECHNOLOGY

task for developing

a gear
of which

are in contact

In some models,

at any

the gear teeth are

as rigid when contact conditions are

determined

(Refs. 3, 4,. 6-9). However,

actual transmission,
deform elastically.

Subscripts:
j

error

also can be affected by gear errors such as

QO. Qb, QC meshing compliance of tooth pairs a, b and c. mm/N

WO,

error is

in all

the load-carrying teeth
This causes the incoming

tooth pair to enter contact earlier than the theoretical start of contact. Similarly,

the loaded

outgoing teeth will leave contact later than the
theoretical

end of contact. This extends the

tooth contact zone and increases the average
mesh stiffness.
In this article the effect of extended tooth

TM

contact on heavily loaded spur gears is exam-

{ ('

ined. The static transmission error and dynam-

8M

Motor

ic load were calculated for gears of moderate
contact rano 0.64) a wen as for somewhat
higher contact ratio (L 95). The calculated
results were compared to evaluate the influence of extended tooth contact on the static and

dynamic loads of a low-contact-ratio spur gear
transmission. The findings may form the basis
:for improvements

in the spur gear dynamic

analysis code [)ANST (Dynamic ANalysis of
Fig. 1-

Spur gear Transmissions).
Theory and Analysis
Two sets of low-contact-ratio
considered

for an analytical

Gear transmission model.

tooth pair b reaches the theoretical
gears were

study. The two

point of

transition between double and single contact,
the leading tooth pail" a disengages,

leaving

sets are the same except for the tooth adden-

only pair b in single contact. When tooth. pair b

dum. which wasadjusted

reaches the next theoreticaltransition

to provide contact

ratios of 1.64 and 1.95. Parameters

point for

for the

single and double contact, tooth pair c comes

gears are given in Table 1. The analyses were

into contact and begins to share the load (dou-

performed using the NASA gear dynamic code

ble contact);

[)ANST.

nates between double and single contact zones

The

analytical

procedures

are

described in the following sections.

as the gears rotate ..

Gear Sy .tem Model
Fig. 1 shows a four-degree-of-freedom,
lumped-mass

thus, the meshing action alter-

To investigate the effect of tooth flexibility
on t.he zone of tooth contact" we wi\! examine

model for a typical gear trans-

in detail. the first double tooth contact zone

mission. The model includes driving and dri-

(where tooth pairs a and b are in contact). With

ID,r.Hsiang: Hsi Lin
Is associale professor of
mechanical engineering
01 Mempliis Stale University. He is a member
0/ ASME alld AGMA.

ven gears, connecting shahs, motor and load.

these two tooth pairs in contact,

The equations

Jifeng Wang

basic gear geometry and elementary vibration

transmission error Et and the shared tooth load
Wj for each individual tooth pair at contact

principles.

pointj may be expressed as:

of motion were derived

from

The dynamic process is studied in

the static

(E:n)j + (E/~I)j + (E#2)j

(1)

(E?)j= (E'I)j+ (E~)j+ (E;I)j+ (E;2)j
+ (E~l)j+ (E$)j

(2)

Machinery Institute,

W=Wf+ Wl

(3)

the rotating plane of the gears, and gear tooth
contact

is assumed

to be along the line of

action. The model and differential
of motion

are describedm

in

Refs. ]0 and 11.

Meshiing Stiffness and Transmission Error
(Neglecting Extended Tootb Contact)
To study the static transmissionerrcr

and

meshing stiffness of a low-coatact-rasio

gear

system, we designate three consecutive

tooth

pair -

a, band c -

the moment

(EY)j'" (Ej])j

+

equations

more detail

and begin our analysis at

in which pair a is carrying

the

The tooth spacing errors above are determined with reference to tooth pair a (which is
therefore assumed to have no . pacing error).
These spacing errors are due to manufacturing.

b is just about to enter contact. The initial con-

placements along the line of action, The static

tact of tooth pair b occurs at the point where

transmission

the addendum circle of the driven gear inter-

placement

as linear dis-

error E, is the total relative disof the driven gear with respect to

the driving gear along this line. As long as they

point of

are both ill contact,. the static transmission error

contact moves along the line of action. When

of tooth pairs a and b must be the same. There-

As the gears rotate.jhe

!Fred lB. Osw,alld
is a research engineer at
NASA Lewis Research

The error terms are expressed

contactbegins.
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entire load (single contact zone) and tooth pair

ects the Line of action. At this instant, double
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fore, from Eqs. 1 - 3,

where

(EJj= (.~:Sl)j+ (E~2)j

(5)

(Ep)j= (Epl)j+ (Ep2)j

(6)

(Ed)) = (Ed1)j + (Ed2)j=

Qj

Wj

(7)

The gear meshing stiffness Kg at contact. puint
j

is then

(8)

In the analyses above and those to follow,
the position of the contact point j on the gear
teeth is expressed in terms of the roll angle of
Fig. 2 - Separation angles of a tooth pair in approach.

the driving gear tooth. In the single contact

zone, the transmission error and meshing stiffness equations are much simpler and can be
derived by similar procedures.
Gear Teeth Separation Distance
We define the tooth separation distance as
the distance between apair of teeth just out. of
contact during approach or recess if there is no
elastic deformation,

This distencecexpressed

along the line of action, is equal to the product
of separation angle and base radius of the gear.
The separation distance will be compared with
the static transmission

error to determine

tbe

contact condition.
To calculate

the separation

distance,

we

introduce the separation angle (exaggerated for
clarity in Fig. 2) fora pair of teeth (pair b) in
approach, where gear 1 represents the driving
gear and gear 2 the driven gear .. The separation
angle is not the same for the two mating gears.
If gear 1 is held stationary, the separation angle

il2 is the angular rotation required for gear 2 to
close the gap between the teeth of pair b..Likewise, .6.1 is the required rotation of gear I while
gear 2: is held stationary. The actual tooth contact will start ala point where the separation
angle of the incoming tooth pair is equal to the

Fig. 3 - Separation dlstaneeealeulatlen
(gear 2 fixed).

2D
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for a. tooth pair in .approach

angular deflection of the preceding tooth pair(s).
The equations for the separation distance as
a function

of the separation

angle can be

derived for a tooth pair in approach using Fig.

Similar expressions can be derived for the linear

3. In Fig. 3, the driven gear (gear 2) is regarded

separation distance 52, where gear 1 is fixed and

as fixed. Point A represents the theoretical start

gear 2 rotates

of contact of a tooth pair .. point B the theoreti-

expressions

cal end of contact, and point P the pitch point.

distances S L and

when no load i. applied. To find the separation

where S I and S2 are defined for tooth pair a.

angle .11, the two gears were rotated backward

to dose

the gap. Likewise,

can be derived for the separation
S2

of a tooth pair in recess,

Fig. 4 shows the variation of the separation

to a position jl.lst before contact at 91 and 92•
respectively. The tooth pair will make contact

distance during approach and recess as

at point D if the ela tic deformation of the pre-

1: I. ratio gear pair as described in Table ] and

ceding tooth pains)

with contact ratio 1.64. The zero rotation angle

caused the driving gear

11

func-

tion of the rotation angle (9] in Fig. 3) for a

(gear J) to. rotate an. angle of .11, The equivalent separation
distance along the line of

in the abscissa refers to the gearposition

action, 51' between the incoming tooth pair due

approach (or recess). The separation distances

to the rotation of gear I can be found from:

S I and 52 differ, and the difference grows larg-

theoretical

at the

start (or end) of tooth contact in

er a the rotation angle increases .. The magni(9)

tude of S 1 is less than S2 in approach

and

greater than 52 in recess ..Since there is no parwhere

ticular reason to consider either the driving or
the driven gear to be fixed, an average velue of
(10)

S 1 and 52 has been taken as the separation dis1.0

(II)

0.8

81 = inv PI - inv

(12)

YI

0.6
0.4

jjl == tan -I (.

Ra2 sin jj2
')1
C - Ra2 cos fJz

0.2

(13)

a
2

112=

cos

-I (

R b2
R 02

)

-

tP

3
(a) Approach

4

5

6

4
deg

5

6

(14)
1..0
0.8

at _- tan

-1 ~

.

Ra2 sin (,62

C - Ra2 cos

.0.6

+ (Jz) )

(62 + (Jz)

.

(15)
0.4
0.2

.0
p=
I

cos

-I (

RbI

DOl

)

2
3
Angle ofrotation,

(16)

(b) Recess
Fig, .. -

Separation

distance calculated

'for approach

and recess.

(17)
Table W.'- Sample Gear Pa.rame~ers

=

DOr

Number of teeth
Pressure angle, deg
Module. mm (dia:metral pitch. l/m)
Backlash, mm (in)
Face width, mm (i11)
Design torque. N-m (lb-in)
Normalized tooth addendum
Theoretical contact ratio

2&.28.
'2.0'
3.18 (8)
0.0'5 (0'..002)
25.4 (1.00)
373 (3290')
LaD or 1.20'
1.64 or 1.95

JUl Y',",UiJUST
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Lance. Sa i designated

a the separation dis-

tance during approach and Sr is that for recess.
The computer program DANST was used to
calculate the static transmission

error for the

gear system described in Table 1. To simplify

Meshing Stiffness and Transmission

:Error

(1nduding Extended Tooth eon tact)'
Superimposed

on the transmission

error

curve in Fig. 5(a) are separation

distance
curves Sa and .Sr. The actual point where the

Ihe analysis, only unmodified gear are consid-

approaching tooth pair b make. contact is the

ered here, D.ANST is based on algorithms

point labeled C. where the separation distance

developed in Refs.

equal

W and 1L

Fig . .5(a) shows [he theoretical

(extended

contact ignored) static transmission

error for

gears of contact ratio 1.64. The static transmission

error

tooth pair a, in recess, leaves contact at the
point labeled .8'...
Five regions (designated Ito V) are identi·
fied LIl Fig. 5(a). Regions I (AB) and V (CD')

i ts of manufacturing

COil

the tatic transmission error. Likewise,

repre ent double

this study manufacturing

(B~C')is the ingle contact zone; and regions WI

errors, such as pac-

contact

region IU

errors added to the deflection due to load. hl

zones;

ing and profile errors and runout, are neglect-

(BB') and IV (C'C) represent

ed ..This is a reasonable

double (or reduced single) contact regions due

assumption

fOT

quality, heavily loaded gears; therefore,

highthe

static transmh sian error represents the 'elastic
of the gear teeth and gear blank.

deflection

The honzontalaxi

in Fig .. 5(b) is calibrated

in terms of the roll angle for tooth b ..This is

the Increased

1.0 the effect of tooth flexibility.

This effect

increa es the contact ratio of the gear pair
aOOI.l.15~ (&om 1.64 to 1.72).
To evaluate the static transmission error of
region II. we adopt an analysis similar to that

the same as the rotation angle (used in fig. 4)

presented

except for a constant offset.

when tooth pair b is in contact

above.

W,e begin at the moment
at the point

labeled .8 in Fig .. 5(a) .. (This i the end of the
theoretical
I

S,Sa

I

I

~
I

11 "'""

I

!:
I
I

'r

,1---

r-- .......
'..-'--I

':!

!:

:

I

':

:

:

:

III,

tact until breaches

I

I
,

double

contact

zone.)

Elastic

deflection causes tooth pair a to remain in con-

I

load W shared by tooth pairs a and b in this

IV

region is:

-~
i

v:

:IIH •
8,J8 clir

B'. The total transmitted

w;; (E~r(S~)j

:
D'

(Et'j

01-

(a) Theoretical Static Transmission Error
and Separation Distance

(20)

Ql

Q/

where the first term. at the right-hand

ide of

the equation represents th - load on tooth pair
E 30

a, and the second term repre. enrsthe

;1,

.:
0 25

Extended "'\
Tooth ContaC\r

c 20

Ignored

Jj

.9

'E'"
'"c

'"..

l-

u

.~
~

The static transmission

:
I

1.5

I :

Iran mission error of b in this region can be

L E tended Tooth

S

Contact

Jnchirled

15
25
20
Roll Angle, deg

30

calculated :from Ref. 13:

0'
S

10

Q!(S~)j+ QjQ}'W

35

(b) Comparison of Static Transmission Error with
Effect of Extended Tooth Contact Both Included
and Ignored

Q!+

Fig,S - ·tatic transmission error and .separaUon dlstanee for gear wUiIl
,contact ratio = ],64.
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riJ

(21)

When E!J, the static transmission error of tooth
pair b, i less than the separation distance. Sr'l,
tooth pair a leavescontact.

22

error of all tooth

pairs in contact must be equal; therefore, the

1·-----

10

load on

tooth pair b at an arbitrary contact point).

tooth pair breaches
of region

m. where

This occurs as

B' ..(This is the beginning
b is the only tooth pair in

contact.)

The gears remain in single contact

,,s,,

until tooth pair b reaches point C.
At (he beginning

of region

IV, when b

arrives at point C, tooth pair c engages and
gradually increases its share of the total transmitted load. The shared tooth load and static
transrnissjon

error

of tooth

pairs

band

c

change with respect to the rotation of gears.
They can be determined

v

,

from the following

!

.,

,

expressions:

'A
I

20

(E~)j

W=

b

+

(Ef)r (sg)j

Qi

o;c

22

(a) Theoretical Static Transmission
Error and
Separation Distance (Note: The mil angle axis is

(22)

plotted at an expanded scale so the single tooth
contact zone may be seen.)

e::!.

Qj(s~)j + Qj'QJW

(23)

Qf+ Qj

30

.,

..:
0 25

Extended Tooth-..... ! i
Contact Ignored
"i i

t:

r..J

I:::

20

Ii

0
.:;;

------~--~~-------

.§ 15
Fig. 5(b) compares the transmission

error

0:::

...
E-o

ed (solid line) and ignored (dashed line).

,~
<II

If the tooth addendum (and hence the height
the contact

ratio

becomes greater. The increase in the contact
ratio reduces the lone of single contact. The

\......Extended Tooth
Contact Included

II>

calculated with extended tooth contact includ-

of the teeth) is increased,

21

<U

....
on

IO
5
0
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

(b) Comparison of Static Transmission Error with
Effect of Extended Tooth Contact Both Included
and Ignored

width in the step in the static transmission error
curve win be reduced as the separation
tance curves Sa and S, approach

dis-

each other.

These effects can be seen in Fig. 6(a).

Fig..6,- Static transmission errer and separ.ation distance~l)r gear-s with
contact ratio = [.95.
mission error in these regions can be found

If the theoretical contact ratio is increased to
slightly less than 2.00, the increase in contact

from Eqs. 18-21 as in the previous case.
In region In (CB,), tooth pair b is carrying

length due to extended tooth contact may cause

most of the load, but pairs a and care also in

the single contact lone to completely

disap-

contact; hence. this is a triple contact lone. The

pear. This isillusjrated in Fig. 6{b), in which

transmitted load shared by the tooth pairs a, b

the tooth addendum of the gears was increased

and c is given by:

by 20% over the standard value to increase the

theoretical

contact ratio to 1.95. The actual

contact ratio (after consideration of tooth flexi-

bilityjis 2.02.
fig. 6{a) shows the statictransmission

error

for the gears with theoretical contact ratio of

The transmission error of the three tooth pairs

1.95. The single tooth contact zone (regions Il

in contact must be equal, therefore:

to IV) is so narrow compared to regions I and
Vlhat

the figure was plotted at an expanded

scale. (Only portions of regions I and V are
shown.) For regions I (AB) and V (CD), the
static transmission error curve is similar to Fig.

n (BC,) and

IV (B'C) are extend-

In Fig. 6(b) the magnitude of the transmis-

ed zones of double tooth contact (similar to' the

sion error was significantly reduced because the

corresponding regions in Fig .. Sea)}. The trans-

single contact region was entirely eliminated,

5(a). Regions
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The predicted dynamic excitation of this gear
pail" will be similarly reduced from that calculated with the extended tooth contact neglected.
The difference isgreater for gears with a.higher
contact ratio (which genernlly have more flexible teeth), especially at heavy load ..

1.4

Results and Discussion

1.2

DANST was used to calculate the dynamic
load for our sample gear system. To compare
the dynamic
(a) Contact Ratio = 1.64

load predicted

under different

conditions, we definea non-dimensional

term

called the dynamic load factor. This is (he ratio
1.6

of the maximum dynamic load divided by the

1.4

total static load. The total static load is the

1.2

torque divided by the base circle radius. For

1.0

gears with contact

ratio greater than 2, the

dynamic load factor may be less (han 1.

0.8

Figs. 7(a) and (b) contain many individual
0.6

5,000

0

10,000

15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000

solutions for the dynamic load factor arranged
in the form of speed surveys. The speed sur-

Speed, rpm

veys are shown two ways -

(b) Contact Ratio = 1,95

with the effect of

extended tooth contact neglected and included.
Fig. 7 - Predicted dynamic load fac~oli'of gear-s as
wiith and without the effect ofextendedtooth contact

.3

function of speed,

Fig. 7(a) is for a set of sample gears with standard tooth addendum (l!DP). The theoretica)
contact ratio (neglecting

tact) is 1.64. The response of the gear system

§~§S~~~;;::--:

1.92
1.86

peaks at the resonant speed near 25,000 rpm.
There are also smaller peaks at submultiples of

~:=::~~~

the resonant speed.

1.80

Including

l.74

tooth contact. in the

speed from approximately

1..62

23,250 to 24,600

rpm, while the predicted dynamic load factor at
resonance is reduced from about 2.'02 to 1.84, a

o

.~ I..50

~

9% reduction in dynami.c load. Bxtendedtooth

-

P'J..J.......::r:::.._4-..J-...u;_U!.Ju.a.....;;....L..:.~WI

(a) Including Effeci of Extended Tooth Contact

I

contact results in greater load sharing (increas-

ing the length of double or triple contact

1.98

zones), which, in turn, increases the average

1.92
1.86

an
increase in the system resonant speed and a

1.80

reduction in the maximum dynamic load.

mesh

stiffness.

Other

effects

include

Fig. 7(b) illustrates the results fora

1.74

set of

gears with tooth addendum increased by 20%

1.68

(to I.2/DP) over the standard

1.62

value.

This

increases the theoretical contact ratio to 1.95.

1.56

Includingextended

1.50

sis reduces the predicted dynamic factor at
resonance from 1.42 to Ll 0, a reduction of

2,000

20.,000

11,000

29,000

Speed, rpm
(b) Neglecting Effect of Extended Tooth Contact

Fig. 8 - Predicted dynamic load factor of gears as a function of speed
and ,eontad ratio.
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extended

model increases the predicted system resonant

1.68

8

extended tooth con-
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tooth contact in the analy-

nearly 23%. Unlike the example above, there

is little change in the predicted system resonant speed (25,000 rpm), Apparentlyelimination of the very narrow single. contact zone

(Fig .. 6) has little effect onthe average gear

meshing stiffness.
Figs. 8(a) and (b) arecentour plots which
illustrate the effects of both speed and contact
ratio on the predicted dynamic load factor. The

speed was varied over the range 2,000 to
30,000 rpm,. and the theoretical contact ratio
was varied from ~.50 to 1.98. (As. above. the
contact ratio was varied by adjusting the tooth
addendum.) These figures show how both factors affect spur gear dynamics.
Fig. 8(.a) shows
extended

the predicted

contact is neglected.

results

if

The resonant

response at 23,000 rpm shows the highest
dynamicloads for contact ratio of 1.52 and
L70 ..In Fig. 8(b) the analysis was repeated
with extended tooth contact included. Fig. 8(b)
shows

an overall

lower

levelof

dynamic

response than Fig. 8(a), The re onant response
has shifted loabout

25,000. rpm, and there is

Ie s effect from changes in the contact ratio.

Condusions
The NASA gear dynami.c code DANST was
used for an analytical study of the influence of
tooth flexibility

to extend the zone of tooth

for heavily loaded spur gears. This
effect was both neglected and included as the
static transmission error and dynamic load
contact

were calculated

for low-contact-ratio

gears, The following conclusions

spur

were drawn

from. the investigation:
I..Neglecting
zone results

the extension of the contact

in underestimating

speeds and overestimating

resonant

the dynamic load,

especiaUy for heavily loaded gears ..

2. The effect is more significant for gears
with a theoretical contact ratio nearly (slightly
less than)

2.00. For these gears, the increased

zone of tooth contact may extend the actual
contact ratio beyond 2.00.
3. For the cases studied i.nrhis article.jgnoring the effect results in. an underestimate of the
contact ratio by about 3 to .5%.•
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Computerized Hob
Inspection & Applications
of Inspection Results
Part III
Yefim Kotlyar
G!lobal Gea'r
Downelrs Grove,.IL

Editor's

Note: The first half of this article

B94.7 definitions of flute spacing variation and

appeared in our May/June 1994 issue.

Flute Index
Flute index or spacing

]s defined

flute spacing tolerance. The variation refers to
as the

variation from the desired angle between adjacent or nonadja.cent tooth faces measured in a

an angle variation:

however,

the tolerance

rejers toa linear displacement.
A flute index error caused by inaccurate

plane of rotation. AGMA defines and provides

sharpening

tolerances for adjacent and nonadjacent

ness of cutting edges, Unequally

flute

creates unequal. height and thickpositioned

spacing errors ..In addition, DIN and ~SO stan-

cutting edges produce a "drunk" involute (Fig.

dardsprovide

2). The effect of a flute index error can be cal-

variation (Fig.

Individual Flute
Variation

There is a slight. inconsistency in the ANSI

tolerances

n

Adjacent Flute
Spacing or Flute-toFIute Variation

for individual

flute

culated (Fig ..3)_

Non-adjacent Flute
Spacing or Cumu lativa
Flute Variation

1\ v
"

~

-

12345678

12345678

12345678

Flute spacing error causes involute distortion.
-

fig.2

Fig.1

,26
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Adjacent or nonadjacent flute spacing errors
Radialmisposition

win affect changes in the radial position of a

InvoluteRi\'dj'l~jtion

cutting edge:
FI

Radial misposition

L

Brrori~

::::(cumulative spacing error)
• (cam size). (number of flutes)
• correction/ln

Radial Mispositiun

.r----- \

error

utespaci~-I+:::-)

I.

Cumulative Error • Cam Size ~ Nymber Flutes • Correction
It • MeaSUring Diameter

• (index measuring diameter)]

Gear Profile Error = Radial Misposition • SinlAxial Pressure AngleJ

Correction

e

Correction = 1 -

1 for stra:ight flute hobs,

for Stra ight Flute Hobs

HN/\HN ± H) - for Helical FIute Hobs
HN= Flute Lead H = Thread Lead
H is useti when ilute and tnman have the same hand

For helical flute hobs, the correction could
be determined as follows:

Relation Between FluteSpacing Error andGearProfile Error

Fig.3

Correction ::::HN/(HN ± H)

Hob ID 4191 Left Contact

N.D.P.

Where: HN is the flute lead,

Serial

Axial Lea d 0.8660000

H is the thread lead,

001

1.236467

Left NPA

Ed
Whole Depth 0,23622
1-----------------+----------------1
Probe
O.07847L
Number Gashes
to
Operator

(-) is used when flute and thread lead
have the same hand.

1-----------------1-------Inspe cted 04/15/93 09:20:48
Number Threads

Metric/Inch

Inch

Right

Left

Gash Hand

-~----

AGMA: B

Required Quality

c:~Roto Hob\HB006.HOBIMSOO9.MES

Right 'N PA 20.000000

,

The gear's involute variation caused by hob

20.(I()OClJO

Lead Hand

Magnif 2000.00

Scale 0.40

Hob Gash Iindex Inspection

!

_-<

••

- •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••

flute index error can be calculated as follows:
Gear profile variation
::::(radial misposition)
• sin(axial pressure angle)
Fig. 4 shows the result of the inspection. It
shows the total flute spacing variation (nonadjacent by AGMA definition,
DIN definition),

adjacent

cumulative

1 ••••••• • •••.•.•••••••••••••••
l·····························
l"d

by

flute spacing

I

and

T

• •••••••• • ••••••••••••
·••• ·· •••••• ·
..········· ..··.······,···"

=: !,l

r;§
,

.

····1

.,
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individual spacing variation (specified only by

i,,:::,::,:,·::.:.:.::.:.·:.:::::.:::·:·:::::.::·::·:··:::\;::::· ••:••·.:·.::,'·:•.::1

the mN standard). The inspected errors, toler-

i:.:::: :~:::::::~:

I'

ances and actual quality are displayed.

·

c

"

Gash/Tocth
Total

Flute Lead

Toler.

0..00500

Variation

Flute lead is the axial advance ofa

face helix in one turn around the axis of the

0.00150

Adjacent Gash
Actual Quality

tooth

c

or

•••

" •••••

~:

::~:

:::::

:~::

:~::

::.::::::

:~::

::::

I

!
:~I

1/2
0.00242:A
-0.00127
000228:0

o

fig.4

hob (Fig. 5). The amount of flute lead is usually a very large number or even an infinity in
the case of a straight flute hob; therefore, only
a fraction of flute lead is usually inspected.

In

any case the inspection

be

length

cannot

greater than hob length. DIN and [SO standards, for instance, prorate flute lead tolerance
in relation to 1.00 mm of hob face width. The
AGMA standard

specifies

lead tolerance

in

steps relative to hob face ..
Flute lead error causes involute distortion
(Fig. 6). It can also cause

an inconsistency in

gear tooth size during hob shifting, but only a
fractional amount, depending on radial relief.
Fig. 7 illustrates the relation between flute lead

---£-t.~---
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Cutte r Tooth

changes the radial position on a cutting edge:

J\V

Flute lead error
distorts invol ute.

Fig.6

Radial misposition

= (flute

lead error) • (cam size)

• (number of flutes) • correction
1[1t • (hob outside diameter)]

Radial Misposition

Radial Misposition

I

ad7t'

Flute Le_
Error

error and gear tooth thickness, Flute lead error

Gear Tooth

Correction = 1 for straight flute hobs ..

.,

J.

\

('

For helical flute hobs, the correction could

..cam

Radial Misposi lion = FlU1eLead Error • Cam Size • Number Flutes • !;Q[rectipo
It· Hob Outside Diameter
Gear TDOlhThickness Error = 2 • Aadial Mlsposilion • Sinifu;ial Pressure Angle)
Currecnon = 1 -lor Straight Flute Hobs
HN/IHN ± Hi-for HelicalFluteHobs
HN = FIute Lead H = Thread Lead
H is used when flute and thread have the sama hand.

be determined as follows:
Correction = HNf(HN ± H)
Where: HN is flute lead,

H is the thread lead,

Relation Between Flute Lead Error and Generated Gear Tooth Thickness

(-) is used when flute and thread lead.

Fig.1

have the same hand.
Tooth thickness error caused by bob flute

Inspection Depth
From O. D.

lead error:
Tooth thickness error

= 2 • (radial rnisposirion)
• sin(axial pressllre angle)
Fig.8
could be done
above or below the root (Fig. 8)., where the
The flute lead inspection

Hob ID 78549·008·2·10

Serial

Right
1234

N'.D.P.
Axial lead

lB.581lZ26

left NPA

0.6783590

Lead Hand

Right

Gash Hand

Straight

---

Operator

Ed

Probe
Inspected
I

03122193

Melric/lnch

-

Whole Depth

0.13500

--

0.07874R

Number Gashes

10:50:35

Number Threads

c:\Roto HoblH B004.HO BIMSOI2.M ES

AightNPA

Magnif 250.00

Inch

0.56250
Bottom

14.1XKlOOO

12

14.000000

Required Quality

Gash Lead Inspection Depth'" 0.14033

AGMA: B

...........

T.

or

both. Fig. 9 shows a plot of an inspection

below the root, The inspection results identify
inspection range relative to hob lengtbevalua-

3.18750
Top
i··· i

__

check,

flute number, inspection depth from tooth tip,

Scale 2.0

':::::1::::' :::: ':::'::::"::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::::::::':::::::::':::.::j::::-[

probe can have an uninterrupted

tion range relative to hob length, magnification
and scale, required standard, quality and tolerance if specified.
A CNC hob checker should be able to check

any number of flutes of either straight or heli-

t:::

0
'Ci],

cal flute hob . Evaluation results of every sin-

:~

+

'C

....

<1l
C.

b
.,.
6

1

0

0=;

gle flute can include total variation, slope
error, slope error relative to a ]00 mm heb
length, form error (valid only for the belowroot inspection) and actual quality per AGM.A,
mN or ]SO standards for every flute inspected.
A slope error prorated for a 100 mm hob
length Is used for determination of actual !DIN

or ISO quality. Anevaluation range can be
Gash

Tolar.

Total
Form
Slope

Slope/I OOmm
I
I

Fig.9
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0.00250

1

4

0.00401
0.00295
O.OO243:A
000365

0.00480
0.00349
0.00272:D
0.00408

7
0.00465
0.00330
O.OO231:A
0.00347

changed within the limits of measuring length
10

0.00433
0.00321
0.00196:A
0.00294

in order to analyze different portions of flute
lead if required. The resulting charts could be
presented in a superimposed format. Fig. 10
shows the results of a flute lead inspection

above the root.

II

Lead. and Thread-to- Thread

Errors

characteristic

since it isa very imponant

that affects

4191 Left Contact

SeriBI

Lead error is most commonly checked by a
hob manufacturer

HoblD

hob performance.

Hob lead is an axial advance of one revolution

001

Operator
PrObe
Inspected 04/15/93

Metric/I nch

'Ed

N,D,!',

7,236467

Axial Lead

lead ~and

0,23622

Gash Hand

Whole Depth

Q,07874l

Number Gashes

10

09:20:48

Number Threads

2

Inch

Right NPA

2D,0C0lX)

leftNPA

D.861l0000

Right
Left

Required Quality

AGMA:iB

c:\Roto Hob\HBOO6.1l08IMSOO9.MES

2D.OOoooo

Magnif250.00

Scale 2.0

or hob thread (Fig. 5). Axial distance between
cutting edges can be calculated
Fig. ] I. In this figure, n
edges, i

= number

helix correction

as shown in

= number

of cutting

= gash

of gashes, correction

factor (see section on flute

index). The task of hob lead inspection
find variation

is to

of cutting edges in relation to

+

their theoretical positions,
Lead inspection

!

over cuuing edges shows

the combined effect of any runout, flute lead,
flute index and lead error itself. Lead error,
measured

over the cutting edges within the

generating zone, reflects the potential gear
involute variation

almost directly.

The only

additional. factor influencing gear profile variation is the quality of hob pressure angle. The
Gash
Total
Form
Sklpe
Slnpe!llXlmm

effect of lead error on gear profile accuracy

(FJ.g. ]2) can be calculated as follows:
Total profile error
.. (leaderror

0,00250

1
0,00544
OJ);)349
O.OO240:A
0.00545

Fig. 111

4
0,00538
0.00382
O.00221:A
000501

7
0,00327
0,00269
0,OO113:A
0,00257

_

within generating zone)

··cos(axial pressure angle)
Sometimes

Toler.

it is important

Distance" In • Lead Ii) '. Correcnon

to analyze the

lead variation in different hob sections, since
different hob sections generate right and left
flanks. If one needs to pinpoint
itself, a behind-the-edge
be performed.

a lead error

lead inspection should

This type of inspection

would

help to find out the inherent lead error introduced during manufacturing

without the effect

Fig. 111

of sharpening errors.
Lead inspection

Gear profile generation takes
place along lines of action.

is perhaps the most com-

prehensive inspection after the action line, The
only missing link to the complete understanding of hob performance

is accuracy

of hob

pressure angle.
A CNC inspection
lead inspection

machine may combine

with thread-to-thread

tion for the multi-start
thread-to-thread
be mathematically

inspec-

bobs. The adjacent

error and thread variation can
determined within the spec-

ified hob section.
Lead averages of all threads are compared
for the thread spacing determination.
between

which the maximum

Threads

adjacent error

Hob lone Generating Gear Right Flank
Hob Zone Generating Gear Left Flank
Gear Profile Error = Lead Error Within Generating Zone- Cos (Axial Pressure Angle)

Fig. 12
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occurs should be identified for both right and

P

HOb10
Serial

:1

4191 Left C
__a_nt-;::ac:;;-t
-+----;-N.-:-D;-;P.----;-.;-:7.23646==1:--+"';'L_Bft~N~P-A_;__-001
Axial Lead
'0.8660000
Lead Hand

il; Operata r
I

Ed

Probe

Whole Depth

'0.23622

Number Gashes

'D.07874L

I

Inspected 1Jo4I15/93 09:20:48,

Number Threads
Right N PA

Inch

Ga sh Ha nd

1..: ··· ·.·····

2/11

·.· tJljFI.'it:

;·'1"1+··

variations,

can be determined, This value can help to cor-

Top

rect a setup on a hob grinding machine.
tion can be performed

+

,::t:p.::7:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::.::~::ll

Toler.
0.0005'0
0.00080
0.00120
0.0008'0

ilj..,-j,..

·

·

I"tJ·nI~
· ·
I..
'

0.52037
Thread/Flank
Total
Adjacent
1 Axial Pitch
3 Axial Pitches
Slope
Thread Variation
Adjacent Thread
Actual Quality

.r..:.:.::t±±:L

· ·,,· ..··.. ·.... ·I..

I" ,

l. +·1·

III
0,00271
-0.00066:0
O.00118:C
0.00249:0
-000259
·000005
1/2 = 0.ooOI0:A

·

·

2/L
'0.'00251
·0.000850
0.00145:0
0.00251:0
.().OO260
0.00005
2{1 ~ ·0.0001 O:A

o

o

ences to the inspection

.:.

·!..l

+

·1

...1,;

Outside Diam.eter
important for orne applications, The tip of the
hob tooth does not generate a gear involute,

But when the gear root form is acensideration,
the hob 0.0., inspection may be useful. Fig. 15

2.14423

llR
0.00257
O.00059C
0.'00134:0
0.'00248:0
0.00257
4),00001
1/2 = 0,00001:A

o

shows hob inspection

2fR
000287
o 00052:C
000136:0
0.0'0273:0
0002B9
0.00001
2fl : ·IHlOC(l1:A

behind the edge (Fig. l 6). This type of inspection would show D.D. runout

without

effects of hob wear and sharpening

o

the

inaccura-

for special. form hobs, it is

necessary to offset the probe position from the
N.D.P.

4191laft CMtacl

Ed

~'Probe

09:20:48
Inch

MetriclTnch

21),ocro:lO

Lead Hand

0.23622

Num bar Gashes

10

NumbsrThreads

2

Righi NPA

tooth center (Fig, 17).

lehNPA

O.:8Il6OOOO

Whole Depth

O.07B74L

Inspected 04115/93

7.2364BJ

Axial lead

001

Operator

RighI

Gash Hand

Left

Required Quality

20.000000

AGMA:.B

centricity

The

:.-

···JlIl1

!·..,···..··,·....···.....·......··....

Scale 2.0

I.U.."..."...."......"....""...."...+"

" 1~;·;,;!i;JUl
Toler.

';::.'.: ::::::. ::::::::::::::':::::,::::,::::::,
III

0.00227

Total
Adjacent

1 Axial Pitch
3 Axial Pitches
Slope
Thread Variation
Adjacent Thread
Actual Duality

0.00050
0.00080
0.00120

·0.00068:0
O.OQ1Q2:C

0.00227:0
·(1.00221

.().OOO02
OOIlO8!l

Fig. 14

1/2 = O.OOOO4.A
0

,J:]

errors and average

diameter.

average hob diameter may be helpful for setup

2.05350

adjustments of a bobbing machine.

Top

Pressure Angle
Pressure angle jnspection is the inspection

+

t

of a hob tooth profile (Fig, 20)., Frequently, the

::~1/I!jlil
Thread/Flank

mats, Results of the inspection and evaluation
con-

I"'''''''~'] l·h'l ~hr'.;]:
li~:l::~::==:::·::::::':::::::::::::J:J

0.51891

and linear for-

may include total runout, out-of-round,

.

2/R

results in circular

Magn~ 500.00

!....""" .""." ..... ""." " I' "Tt1lj

Bottom

I

Figs. 18 and 19 show the outside diameter
inspection

c:\Roto HobIHB006.HOBIMSQ09,MES

Hob Lead: Inspection Behind Edg;e Depth

GEAR

at the tip of the hob.

Somet.imes it is important to check hob runout

cies. Sometimes

Serial

30

area

Runout of hob outside diameter may not be

.'

"i"

and evaluation

(Figs. ]3 and 14).

fig. 13
Hob ID

on any section of the

hob. The inspection plot should provide refer-

III

!..··· ·

and variations

2.'05360

f?')t"';;:~llijll.

21L

adjacent variations

+.

1:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::;:QJJ£l~

lfR

speci-

within 1 and 3 axial pitches), a lead slope error

+

'::::::::i.j::.l..lf11

.. ,, .. • .. · ......

In addition to the lead characteristics

The automatic lead inspection and evalua-

l!lI::P:U:!::f:l:::::::::::::·::·'::::::n
'I. ', .. • .. "··

left flanks,
fied by DIN. AcGMA and ISO standar-ds (total

AGMA B

C:IRDto Hob~BOO6.HOBIMSOO9.MES
1-.
Scale.. 2.0
Magnl! 500.00

2

20.000000

Hob Lead Inspection Over Ed,\l!.i3Dtlom

1

left

Required Quality

10

Metricflncn

~~----~~~~~~

2O.1mOOO
IRight

hob tooth profile angle is the same as the gear
pressure angle at the pitch diameter.
Usually the tooth profile is measured in the
axial direction (Fig, 21). However, sometimes
results may be presented normal to the axial

t

pressure angle (Fig. 20).
Pressure angle accuracy directly affects the
gear profile. The task of inspection

2+'4270

2IL

1/11

2/R

0.00197
·O.D0055C
O.00101:C
'0.00197:0
·0.001B1
0.00002
211 ~ ~.OOOO4:A
0

D.lmoo
O.'OO055:C
0.OOO93:C
0.00205:0
·O.OOIBl

/).00180
0.00048:8
O.OOO84:C
O.COI74:C
0.00186
0.00005
211 = .Q.OOOI1:A

·000005
1/2 = 0.00011:A
D

C

is to find

out the profile deviation

fr-om the specified

geometry.

gash hobs have a

Most straight

straight line profile. Some coarser pitch hobs
may have an exvolute profile.
Line of ActIon
The action line is the tine that crosses generating points on the hob cutting edges within

TECHNOLOGY

N.D.P.
7.236467 Left NPA
20.0000001
I--------j----,-1--,,---,...Rigltt
Serial
001' Axial Lead D,8660000 Lead Hand
~-------4
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Ed
Whole Depth 0.23622 Gash Hand
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-,----==-:-:-::--1
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I
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Probe Vertical

GashlTooth
Total Ruoout
Out·o!'·Rou nd
Ec centri city
Average Diameter

Toler.

1/4
0,00132;8
0.00140

0.00150

0.00026
2.52253
---

Fig. 119
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Fil!l17
Hob 10

4191lefl Conlact N.D.P.

Serial

001 Axial Lead

Operator

teft NPA
Lead Hand

Ed Whole Depth
------u.o7874l

' ~

Inspected 0!\/l~3

20,000000

113641i7
0,8660000'

0,23622

Number Gashes

GashHand

10 Required!Quality

09:20:4lI NumberThreads

Right
left
AGMA: B

c:lRoto HobIHBQ06,HOBIMSOO9,MES

I

I Metric/Inch

Inch Right NPA

20,000000 Magn'l! l000J)()

Scale 15.0

I

Hob 0.0. Inspection Over Edge
1Pr'essureAngle Inspection

8

Gash/Tooth

Total Runout
Out-of·llound
Eccentricity
Average Diameter

Fig. 18

Toler,

0.00150

114
0,00132:B
0.001.0
0.00026

Pressure Angle Inspection

2..'52253

-

---

Fig.21
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the contact

region

(Fig.

22). A variation

between theoretical positions of these points
and their real positions is the action line error.
DIN and ISO standards specify tolerances for
variation between two adjacent cutting 'edges
and the total variation within a contact region

(Fig. 23). Some specifications

use the term

"base pitch" rather than "action line."
--

Fig.22

---

Action line is perhaps the most. significant
inspection.

This inspection

combines

the

'effects of all single hob accuracy characteristics that influence the gear accuracy. For gears
that were cut with a low feed rate, there is a
direct relation between the accuracy of the hob
action line and the generated
following

involute .. The

single geometrical

characteristics

are combined! in an action line check:

amy

runout caused by mounting or manufacturing.
rake, flute lead, flute index. hob lead and presure angle. Thus. the combined
above characteristics

effect of the

on gear involute can be

determined in one action Ilne inspection.
Sometimes,

in order

1'0

reduce

overall

inspection time, only line of action is inspectRight Hank Contact Region

ed. However. in order to locate the source of a

Lines of Action
-

-

Fig. 23

specific hob problem, the inspection of the line
of action only is not sufficient.

In this case,

inspections of other hob characteristics have to
Gear profile generation lakes place

along

'-". lines of action.

be performed.

There is another drawback

in

inspecting just a line of action .. Line of action

\

inspection can only show variation of cutting

J_

edges in one specific hob position. When the

/

hob is shifted, different cutting edges or differ-

J

ent points on cutting edges generate the involute. Since all the hob characteristics affect line
of action variation, the inconsistency of errors
at different hob positions can be rather large

Hob zone generating gear right flank
Hob zone generating gear left flank

when the line of action is inspected. In con-

Action line inspection can reflect involute generation variations
only in a specific single hob position.

trast, the error inconsistency of other hob characteristics is usually of lesser magnitude, For

Fig. 24

example, a rake error on different hob teeth is
likely to be more consistent. In short, the line
of action inspection

Radial relief angle
»-«:

---~- ,A
\
\

+

Axial relief angle
Left flank

=~
'\

Axial relief angle
Right flank

performed

can be very effective

mounted on the hobbing machine (Fig, 24).
Radial and Axial Relief
Axial and radial reliefs, shown in Fig. 25,
:~;~I' provide
clearance during thecutting
action.
These characteristic'
known standards.

are not classified by any
Nevertheless,

check these characteristics

some people

for various purpos-

es, mostly research and development.
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if

at the apex point as the hob is

FrtU scr.eenedilin.g. This includes the abili-

Tooth Thickness
Hob tooth thickness,

shown in Fig. 26, is

ty to go forward and backward

through the

usually specified in reference to the tip of the

fields and screens; full cursor control -

tooth. Thai. is why the current tip diameter of

down, len,right,

the hob bas to be determined

prior to tooth

separate screens for the part geometry and the

Hob tooth thickness is

inspection and evaluation conditions; and mul-

thickness measurement.

an important characteristic

if gear root diame-

ter is to be controlled precisely or if the gear
tooth

has a tip or root modifications.

Other-

up,

delete, and insert; dear and

tiple language support for descriptivetext,

Data entry validation jeatur~ that detects
gmwth errors and advises corrections, This

parameter entered and pro-

wise, a small variation of hob tooth thickness

feature tests every

has no significant

vides the validation range on the screen, Every

effect on gear involute as

long as that variation is consistent. The consis-

logical combination

tent tooth thickness variation can be compen-

tested

sated for by adjusting

Incompatible fields can be displayed.

the center

distance

Inspection

Hob

were

machine

various

available

types

on every

screen.

These include the capability to override default

Machines

inspection and evaluation criteria.

Prior to the introduction of CNC machines,
there

for compatibility

Dejault jeatu.res to minimize data erdry.

between 111ehob and thegeaJ' blank.
CNC and. Mechanical

of the data can also be

of mechanical

for hob inspection.

They

OH-lin,e aflalysis. This feature opens an
immense

opportunity

for data manipulation

and enables the reevaluation of the previouly

were usually limited to in pecrion of only a

performed

few hob characteristics.

for (I) storing, sorting, and displaying the list

Data acquisition

and

It provides capability

inspections.

analysis were tedious and very much depen-

of stored inspection

dent on operator skins. Nowadays,

there are

inspection data to another computer for reeval-

systems that perform all in pection and evalua-

nation; (3) applying different evaluation crite-

tion tasks automatically.

ria after the completion

Data Processing
The ukirnate goa] of data processing

fea-

results; (2) moving the

including

a circular,

graphical

presentation,

of the inspection,

linear or superimposed
an evaluation

range,

tures i to make the inspection and evaluation

magnification,

system more capable and impler to use.

sysjems, etc.; and (4) paperless storing and fil-

Only ten to fifteen years ago, computerized
data processing techniques for hob inspection
were either

nonexistent

or very primitive.

scale, output devices, tolerance

ing of inspection results.

Data output. Many systems
choice of output -

provide

a

printer, plotter, screen or

Today there is an explosion of data processing

file ..Some systems have thecapability

to print

features developed for hob inspection that were

or plot several characteristics on a single page.

inspired by the latest advancements in comput-

Part s,tora.geand retrie'ial. This feature

er and software technology ..Some of these fea-

should include storing, sorting and displaying

tures are di cussed below.

the list of parts for selection,

An assonment of evaluali.on capabilities.

Back upIRestol'e. This feature provides the

These include (I) the ability to select or modi-

operator

fy an evaluation

copying or deleting of files.

range within the inspection

zone; (2) the ability to determine
based on a elected

tolerances

class and to determine

quality level based all, the inspection

result ;

with a tool. for complete

or partial

Communicatio'n with external computers
an,d n,efworks.
Autnmation

of Inspection

(3) a built-in library for AGMA, DIN and ISO

Automatic inspection has obvious benefits.

standards; (4) the breakdown of surface varia-

However, in order to facilitate the automatic

tion into basic components -

inspection, !he system need to know hob verti-

total, formand

slope; (5) the abmty 10 present results in the

cal position, current outside diameter,

superimposed

and vertical

format; (6) theability

to switch

positions

of cutting

angular

edges and

between metric and inch measurement; and (7)

gashes, etc. In order to do that, some advanced

the ability to automatically

hob inspection systems have hob orientation, an

tion and cale.

select magnifica-

automatic procedure during which the machine
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gathers all necessary information for automatic
inspection.

Fig. 27 presents an example with

only one operator requirement -

bringing the

probe into the vicinity of the first tooth. Fig. 28
shows the sequence and data points gathered
during orientation.

The e data points provide

sufficient information for automatic inspection

Tooth
Thickness

of all hob characteristics.

Conclusion
Hobs probably have the most sophi tieated
looth
Tooth Root

Tip

geometry of all gear cutting tools. In the
few companiescould

pa

t"

check sharpening errors,

let alone other characteristics,

such as lead or

pressure angle or line of action. It has not been
unusual for bob users to rely on a "trust me"
relation hip with hob manufacturers.

The user

did not have much choice because of a lack of
the equipment

to prove or disprove

a hob's

accuracy.
Thanks
comprehea
tern i

new computer

[0

technology.

ive automatic hob inspection

110 [anger

a

lUXUry -

a
ys-

:it is affordable to

most hob and gear manufacturers. That i why
there are more people

in the industry

would like to have capabilities

who

to question a

supplier's claim about hob accuracy or be able
to resolve tool related manufacturing puzzles.
However. the hob inspection itself will not
mysteriously
challenge
perhap

resolve

all. our manufacturing

. It can only supply additional. and
crucial

our challenges.

information

10 help re olve

It is nol enough

information .. his

to have the

important. to learn how to

apply it .•

Fig.27
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on ISO 9000, internal. disor-

9000 is the subject
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O.f noisy debate.
But on one thing

outside help unnecessarily.

uch
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I

about

almost everyone,
lievers

true be-

and critics
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Don't Panic
Your

decision

whether

about

to pursue

[SO

agrees: Getting ISO 9000

9000 certification

certification

be a rational. one, based on

can be expen-

sive. Companies can expect
£0

spend at least $35,000 for

basic certification

and six-

a careful
your
Don't

should

assessment

company's

of

needs.

be steam-rollered

Ma,naging a business

month checkup fees over a

into certification

three-year

You may not need to go

operation of your company

figures do not include hid-

through the process. Check

and will assist you to stay

den costs

with industry

leaders and

competitive.

your

customers.

worthwhile to assess where

period.

These

by hype.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
necessary

for

efficient

tion. But the really big-tick-

regional operations and no

case, either conduct an in-

today Is hard work.
Let "Ma,na'gement Matters" lend a hand. Tell
us what management
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Write to us at P.O..Box.

et items in the process are

contact with multinationals

house audit using your own

1426. Elk Girove,

employee time and the cost

or exporting may find little

staff, or hire a consultant to

&0009, o'r call our staff

of bringing in outside con-

or no pressure

help with this one task.

ISO 9000

at. (708) 437-6604.

sultants.

money

like time and

spent on internal

improvements

required

to

meet ISO 9000 certifica-

Many ISO 9000

major

Take your lead from them.
Companies with local or

to pursue

your company stands vis-avis these standards. In this

Many

cert.ification.

consultants charge upwards

Suppliers to the automobile

of $1.,800 a day ..

and metal tooling

indus-

It may be

companies

are

seeking

certification

to

increase

acceptability

to

are

tries, for example, are being

overseas markets, as a mar-

ways to get an ISO 9000

told by industry leaders to

keting tool. and as a means

certificate without blowing

hold on seeking ISO 9000

of improving their products

the top off your corporate

certification

and internal performance.

budget.

Certain

industries

zones"

that

However,

there

"danger

lead

to in-

weaving

appear

"one-stop

creased

spending

during

the certification

process.

Avoiding

can save your

these

company

thousands of dollars. These
danger zones include initial
panic, lack of information

while
find

their

ways

of

ISO 9000 into a
shopping"

ap-

Companies

that have suc-

ceeded in obtaining an ISO
9000

certificate

claim

proach that offers guaran-

increased

tees

fewer on-the-job accidents,

that

a company

is

working efficiently and producing a quality product.

higher

productivity,

employee

morale

and better communication.

on ISO

While ISO 9000 is still in

9000 unless you feel it's

its relative infancy and cer-

Don't

embark
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tificate holders remain rare
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You Can Experien~e and learn

the cerused asa

cessing

umentation of your operat-

can be

marketing tool. and to get a

ing

leg up on the competition ..

embarking

on meeting

Don't Rush

registrar's

ISO 9000 de-

Don't embark: on ISO

1
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mands .. Companies
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from

recording

that

information and formatting

tomer is pressuring you to

it, all the while continuing
to operate

a realistic timetable

Even those with quality

your company's

given

resources.

Some customers

are will-

ing to subsidize the cost of
ISO 9000 certification,

control

their business.

departments

and

manuals may find their sys-

overhaul.

tems require an

so

Because

few rnanufac-

check with your customer

turers or even service com-

base before proceeding.

panies

Next, appoint someone
in-bouse

10 oversee

your

tend to involve

employees in reponing and
documenting

their func-

certification process. Make

tions, ISO 9000 can seem

sure

bewildering and even over-

this

individual

is

aware of all aspects of your

whelming.

operation. As much as pos-

nize the work that leads to

sible, ISO 9000 should be a

certification

home-grown

in

process

in-

How to orgawhile staying

business

can

seem

volving employees through-

daunting. Rather than take

out your company.

a pause and create a sys-

The more you can rely

tem, many companies hire

on your employee

to over-

outsiders

see certification,

the less

process along for them.

you will need to rely on
outside

consultants-and

to move

Up-front

the

organization

and creation of a documen-

the less you win need to

tali on system

that

pay

your company

may save

them.

Your

own

know the most

operating
its culture.

procedures

countless

suits

hours of confu-

its

sion in the long run. Saving

and

hours almost always equals

They can be

assisted by consultants

saving dollars,

on

Use Teamwork
Organize your manage-

Plan Ahead

ment

Lack of in-house prepa-

and coordination

and ernployees

to

work under an ISO 9000
team system.

If you read

may cost a company thou-

between the lines, you can

sands of extra dollars. ISO

tell

9000 is oriented

employee- intensive, mean-

heavily

towards documentation
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that

lack quality control manu-
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Top Design Engineers
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employees
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pro-

tificate

WHY .HO'T HA.VE IT ALL?
atAGMA's

system for collecting.

procedures.

Determine

of
a

ing

that
that

involvement

ISO

9000

is

it encourages
by as many

employees

as possible.

Althoughemployee

input

conduct

pre-assessment

audits, train employees

in

may be extremely positive

internal auditing and assist

and beneficial to a. company in the long run, involv-

in creation of a quality manual that meets ISO 9000

ing employees

regulation .

in unfamil-

iar tasks can prove difficult, confusing

and costly

in the short run.
Those

SIlC-

Shop for a registrar who

trars

certificates

market

management

wa

firmly

behind the process, but did
lead it Man-

not actively

in the free
are facing

operate

and

tough competition

United States and Europe.
While new standards are
being designed

ation of a team system that

guidelines

involved employees as ISO

implementation

9000 coordinators,

drawn up over the next five

collectors and ultimately as

The per-

years or so, individual reg-

9000 certification

should

9000 standards, For this

be well respected

by em-

reason, it's important
companies

of the ISO
that

embarking

istrar

to

u it their

employees

trar who's

companies
aware

of the

needs at' a smaller business
and win not enforce need-

data. hire a "quality" regis-

le s work and bureaucracy

trar. Such a registrar

where none is required,

When se-

lecting a consultant. search

Horror

stories

about

Europeans rejecting American-based certification

are

hard for one who will offer

becoming common. Not all

a means of saving costs and

American

streamlining your ISO 9000

unacceptable

certification

customers, If you want to

than adding

sy tern, rather
on possibly

work

registrars

with

UI',e

to overseas
Americans,

needless hours of work. A

check first with customers

quality consultant can help

to determine

interpret the ISO 9000 stan-

trar's acceptability. There's

dards,

no need to avoid American

determine

where

your company ranks vis-avis ISO 9000 standards,
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WilUiam R. :Stott
ith all the heated debate and hoopla surrounding ISO
9000 certification. everyone seems to have an opinion
about whether to sign up. Executives in the gear
industry are flooded with information and ideas that
often seem at odds, Gear Technology asked AGMA executive
director Joe T. Franklin. Jr. to give an industry perspective on the
pros and cons of ISO9000 certification.
AGMA itself is not directly involved with the ISO 9000 program or its implementation. nor has the organization taken an
official stance on the program; however. AGMA is very vocal in
its support of improving the quality of manufacturing worldwide.
particularly as it may apply to gear manufacturing, Franklin says,
"Our members would say that anything you do that improves the
quality of your product and the confidence of the buyer in the
quality of your product is something you should look at carefully,"
Currently. fewer than a dozen AGMA members have become
ISO SOOO-certified.But those that Franklin has spoken with are
almost unanimously in favor of the' program. The ISOorganization considers ISO9000 a "quality management" standard, and
one of the reasons for its popularity is that it is a highly disciplined process that forces companies to look more closely at
their quality and the technical standards they use, "If somebody
says they make grade II AGMA quality 10 gears, the ISO 9000
process simply makes them go back and validate every step."
Franklin says, "For example, the incoming steel has to be good
enough to support grade II loads. just as the tooth surface and
the tooth tolerances at the end of the line have to be good
enough for a quaIity 10 gear."
Regardlessof the number of proponents who say the program
improves quality, many detractors express concerns about the
certification process. Chief among these concerns is the price
tag. Many gear companies may not be able to afford the high
cost of hiring a consultant. making the necessan changes and
gelting certified. In addition, it may be hard to measure how well
the cost of certification is recovered. Some companies will be
able to identify specific orders that were a result of certification.
but generally certification will be only one of several factors that
will lead to a sale.
"But for some companies, whether to become certified is
largely a function of customer demand." Franklin commented. "It
may be especially important when approaching new customers,
Current customers already know a company's product and its
quality, but for new customers, especially overseas. ISO 9000
certification may provide a level of assurance:
While there has been a lot of publicity about how ISO 9000
certification has become a booming business in its own right.
that it's the latest tlavor-of-the-month panacea and merely a
cash cow for its marketers. nearly all of those AGMA members
who are certified say that the program works, Qual ity has
improved, they say.
Some have argued that the lack of regulation of the ISO 9000
certification program leads to a subjective certification process.
thaI companies certified in America may not receive the same
respect as campanies certified in Europe. But of the campanies
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Franklin has talked to, most say that the certification process is
rigorous no matter who performs it. "They said ISO 9000 is to
some extent subjective because it is a standard. but they totally
disagreed that different assessors would rate you differently.
They said that if you can pass 0119, you will pass all of them. and
ifyaufsil one, you will fail all of them."
While the certification process ill America may be equivalent
to the certification process in Europe,companies considering certrfication need to be wary of how their certifier is perceived by
their customers. In the purchasing environment. the perception of
quality may play an even larg.errole than quality itself.
Another criticism of the ISO 9000 program has been the concern Overwhether the program will become obsolete, Recently,
the Commission of the European Community has unveiled plans
for the creation of a European quality program. Although their
program would use standards similar 10 ISO 9000. it would deemphasizethe certification process and focus more on the pursuit
of quality for quality's sake.
But Franklin comments, "It is pretty astounding what people
from Japan and Europe and other parts of Asia and the United
States can do when we all sit down and agree first that we have
a common objective. That objective is the best technology we can
put together. as opposed to what sometimes comes across from
the ECorganization's formal position, which is the best way to
keep business within the EC,"
While he thinks the muscle flexing of the EuropeanCommunity
may make people stop and think about whether ISO9000 will last,
the trend in industry is definitely toward some form of third·party
certification. "Somebody. some third party. is going to stamp people 'good enough: whatever that is," he explains, "and that is
going to carry some weight within the purchasingcommunity."
And when a program actually woris to increase the quality of
the product-as ISO 9000 proponents say it does-so much the
better, says Franklin. "If you were evaluating hospitalls in your
neighborhood as to where you would go if you broke your leg or
where you would go if you were g.oing to have a child or your
spouse were going 10 have a child, you would not ask. is this a
clean hospital? That is an assumption. Part of the definition of
being a hospital is being clean," he says. "I don't know when it
will be, but at some point in the not-too-drstant future, a basic
assumption of being in the business means you are third-party
certified by somebodyto a quality standard.
"European gear manufacturers are virtlJaUy all ISO 9000certified. During a recent meeting of the Europeangear industry,
it was clear that they felt the customer expected ISO certification
as a minimum condition:
As to whether that quality standard will be 'ISO9000 or some
other program, Franklin and AGMA have no ready answer. There
are no easy choices regarding ISO 9000, The need for certification will have to be determined on a eornpany-bv-companvbasis.
with each company evaluating its current quality standards and
the requirements of its present and future customers. But for
those who have made the investment, Franklin says, certification
seemsto be paying off.
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TO ERR liS HUMIAN . I. I.
Three equations from "Minimizing Backlash in Spur
Gears" by Richard L. Thoen, which appeared in our
May/June issue were incorrectly printed. The correct
versions are shown below.
The equation in the bottom left-hand column of page
26 should read:

The equation iinthe top r,ight-hand column of paige 26
should read:

stf2

---

sn

Rb
orSb=S ._-

R

to leap on the bandwagon

is most

Learn

" ....
~O~

versy, but there is no need

as much

needed.

For Ful'ther Information Please Contact
Sharon Schaefers

with

need to be particularly

cess. Do not hire a registrar

Sponsored By
Electric Power IAesearchlnstitute
Center for Materials Fabncatlon
and
Oear Research Institute

a third of them had

as a basis for the program,

as many reg-

USA

Gealr~';J.~ iResearchInstitute'

standards

they proceed,

Indianapolis, Indiana

of

Although

Interview

Unive.rsi,ty Conference Center and Hotel
Indiana Univ,ersityfPurdue University

di-

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

certification

1

them, or proven

rector of the National ISO

sectors.

but it

IMa., 15,16, 17, 1995

otherwise deficient

the pub-

phase,

Internationall Conference Ion lnductlon
Harde:ned Gea,rs.and C,ritiical Components

Equation

R

m on page 29 should mad:
.1T + At

inv f/J' = inv cP + -----

2Cb

We apologize to 1Mr.Thoen and regret any inconvenience these errors may have caused our readers.

And don't hire a consulJULY/AUGUST

1994
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iNOW YOU CAN CHARGE liT BY PHON'E
Use your American Express, VISA, or Master-Card
to subscribe to GEAR TECHNOLOGY
$40,(}{) for t year (6 issues) in the U.S;
$5().OO in Canada; $55.()0 elsewhere.
-

-

CALL (800) 4511-8166 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER.

D IO'DICKER
D MORE

,A'C:CURATELY'

D AT L'ES,S COST
CM 501 Automatic Sawing
Systems are the ideal machines tor
accurately cutting gear blanks from
1/4" to 4" diameter-materials at high
production rates.
An infinitely variable speed saw
head operates on slides along hardened and ground flat ways and features
a gear-driven saw blade shaft that
provides exceptional accuracy, squareness and repeatability using any of
the many types of blades on the
market today.
Combined with the wide variety of
bar fleeding systems available, the
CM 501 System is among the most
cost ,effective products on the mark.et
today for cutting gear blanks.
Call1·BOO 441 SALA. today for
more information.
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CMII)

The
unbeatable
cornblnatlon
•
•
In precsion gear
shaping.
•

lFeUows advanced
Hydrostr,Q,k,e® eNG
machines equtpped
wiith lFe,ll!ows
precision cutters
provide the winning
solution to those
touqh gear
production problems.

•

IEquipped with Fellows quality
cutters, the Fellows Hydrostroke
CNC gear shapers consistently
outperform other machines
to produce gears to the
highest standards,
This Fellows win-win team
guarantees:

o Highest

Quality Gears

o Faster

Cycles

o More

Reliability

o Lower

Production Costs

Contact Fellows today1-800-347-8.222,
INext century's gear
technology is only one
free phone call away.

ON THIE eUTTING lEDGEOF GEAR.TEeHNOlOGY SINeE1896
'FELL.O'WS CORPORAT,ION
PRECISION DRIVE, P.O. BOX .2001
SPRINGFIELD, VT 05156-2001 USA
TEL: 802'-~.

FAX: 802-886-2700

IMTS 94
CHICAGO.
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CA'RO

SEPTEMBER

7-15. 1994

SE:E US ,AT BOOTH 7182

I

W'EIRKZEUGMIASCHIINIENI

G,m1bHl BERLINI

INILE,S
IPROFIILE
GEAR
GRINDEIR
-.:

-..1

•

IPRODUCTIVIITY

• FLEXIBILITY
• LOW TOOLING COSTS

3 Key Ingredients
for Profitability

NillES with its unique two independent CNC controltsd grinding wheel slides, its menu driven CNiC
control and integrated software for fast set LIP and
chang,eover, glla,rantees the highest productivity ..
NILES' flexibility now permits the measuring of profil'e, lead, pitch, and runout of ~heworkpiece while it is
still clamped in the machine. The mcorporetsd CNiC
dresser and high performance gr,inding wheell dri:ves
allow for the uti.llization of any type' of corundum and
CBNI ,grinding wheels.

INllES Am.erica is staffed with factory specialists for

superior service,

tOOUf

esteemed custornersanc

exclusively represented by:

is

WMW MACHIINERY COMPANY" IINC.
44W High Street
West Nyack, NY 10994
Telephone: 914-358-3330
Fa:x:914-358-2378
CIRCLE . 1-26 an READER SERVlC'E CARD

Watch Your Productivity Take Off...

'With CPM® REr 20
Cobalt-free Cutting Tools
1

Watch your prod'uctiVity ~soarWiU1 C'rucible's CPM REX 20 high :s:peedsteell for aerospace er heavy industry high
vo'lume cutting ,appfications. A ,cobalt-free ,a_ltemativeto M:42, CPM REX 20 offers:

• 200% 100' life ,over M42*
.' No cobalt ,surcharge or price tfJlctuations
• No coltalt ,envlronment'a' flazanls

,_"01'

,grllJdlng ami resllarpenlng
., Excellent touglJness and weal resistance' on ,hanlto, maclJlne' malena's;
iSince switch'ing, flom conventional M4,2 to ,CPM R,EX.20, a major U.S. manufacturer of wide body commerciall
,aircraft, recenltl~ extended the life of end mUls 60 to' 200% while cutting titanium and aUo)' steel's. O,ther
applications, for 'CPMIIREX, 20 include forml clJtters, b,oachi"gtools ,and gear hobs,
1

Ample, ·nventory ,andi expert t,eehnicall suppolt,ar:e available'th~ough C'rucible, service centers, coast to coast
Just caU your nearest, Icenter ,or the Crucib'le X:CELIhotllne:

1 ,.80 0 • PAR • X C ,EI. (1-800-727-9235)

/16"1H7/
5639'

w. Genos",

Street. 'Camillus" NY130'31-0991
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SERVICE

.' Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists
• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers
• Prototype and production quantities
.' Capacity to 27.5" P.D" 3.'5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to. your
requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with
Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

• HOB SHARPENING
• SHAVING

CUTTER

• T.I.N. COATING
,

• CUSTOM

HOB SHARPENING
1'612)425-5247

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS
LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

GRINDING
SERVICE

HEAT TREAT SERVICE

I

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS
.1351 Windsor Road. P.O. Box 2950
Loves Park, Il, 61132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
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HSS & Carbide Up To 3" Dia.
Straight Gash, Sharpened & Inspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS
Quick Turn Around.

KORO SHARPEN'ING SER,v,ICE
9530 85th A.ve. N. Ma Ie Grove MN 55369
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MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERING
MANAGER
I

Growing

SE Michigan

gear company

with excellent reputation bas opening
for an experienced technical professional. Duties include new gear processing,

23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043
Phone (716) 684-3811

fax (716) 684-7717

EQUIPMENT

HELP WANTED

i

cost estimating and prove-au! of necessary tooling and machinery. Responsible for machine/tool purchase, maintenance and rebuild program. Ten years
related experience ill high-volume spur
and helical gears preferred. Excellent
growth

potential

and compensation

Send resume and salary
requirements in strict confidence 10:
President
P.O. Box 2497
SouthfIeld, MI 48037
EOE
package,

~ETRaNICS

~~.~u-\. - Com!posite
~
Gear Anal,yze!r®

Step up to the powerful.

versatile QuadraCbek family of DROs and start getting
the most out of your measuring equip-

Now al/ailabl'e, specifically desi!llled
toaccuralely acquire signall from
fellows Red liners.
• RUllS the actual Measurement
• Produces a high resolution graph.
• Analyzes the acquired data.
• Calculations including:
/' Total composite variation.
,/' Maximum tooth-to-tooth variation
/' Average and Maximum/minimum

center distance,
/' Pitch line runout

I

ment. World's largest OEM supplier of
DROs, only Metronics can give you the
power and versatility of this full line, with
all its options.
COMPUTERIZE
YOUR
COMPOSITE
GEAR CHECKERS
AND COMPARATORS
Quality Service
Calibration - Certification
NATIONAL METROLOGY
~
11 Stagecoach Lane
~
Sunapee, NH 03782
TEL (603) 763-5881 FAX 3058
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DIRECTOR OF SALES AND MARKEl'lNG:
$200.000 Pkg. Gear Machinery
MANAGER OF MANUFACTURI.NG
.E:NGINEERING: $60K. Gear Design a Plus.
MANUF ACTURING ENGINEER:
$45.000
QUALITY DIRECTOR:
$60.000+.20 in department.
Automotive Supplier,
Contact Ann Hunsucker Godwin. Excel Associates,
I P. O. Box 520. Cordova. TN 38088 or
, Call (5011 735-6352 or FAX (;;0.1) 735-6860

Call us today I
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Rates: Line Classified - $37.50 per line. 8 lines per inch. $300 minimum. Classified Displayper inch (3" rnin.): IX - $170, 3X - $160, 6X$150. Type will be set to advertiser's layout, or Gear Technoiogy will set type at [10 extra charge.
Payment:
Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisafMasterCard/American
Express number and expiration dale to: Gear Technology, P. .A, Box [426, Elk Grove Village, JL 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classifieds, Materials Deadline: Ads must be
received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance:
Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at hi s discretion.
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COMPUTER AIDS

G,EAR SOFTWARE
HOBH • The fastest. most accurate prugram to set up habbing machines for helical
gears. Includes change gears guaranteed to
fit the gearbox.

i
I

GEAR PACK- A program which does calculations (including qraphics] for:
··Mating Gears.
-Tooth thickness-pin, ball,
and span measure
oGeneral involute geometry
-Hob approach & overtravel
Many more gear programs for computers
running under DOS.
SOFJW.ARE ENGINEERING SERVICE
2801 Ridge Avenue
Rockford. Illinois 61103
Fax/Phone (815) 963-1760

~)
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FOR OVER TEN YEARS
THE LEA'DING SORWARE FOR
THE DESIGN ANID ANALYSIS

i

Bourn & Koch CIN Form Grinder
----

IOF SPUR AND HELICAL GEARS
FREE DEMOS .AVAILA:BlE
GEARfECIi SOnwARE, INC.
1017 POMONA .AVENUE
A.LBANY. CA 94706
(510) 524-0668,

Let lite 1I£'1II1fiedswork for you.

T........
in lhIaeactieft of
8EA1lECHNOlO8Y

call
..........

11.

JU~YIAU(lUST

; 994
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cover at variety of subjects, including

SEPT. 12-16

bevel, gearing. lubrication and pitting

AGMA Training

School

for Gear

and bending in induction

Manufacturing.

Daley

College.

hardened

lL. Hands-on training for

gears. For more information contact

Chicago,

Sharon Schaefer , (70'8) 241-06601 or

shapers, bobbers and inspection. Con-

fax (708) 241.-0662.

tact AGMA. 003)

684-0211

or fax

(703) 684-0242.
SEPT. 7-9

CALENDAR

University of Newcastle/British
Association

JULY 24-27

ing Conference.

International. Metallographic
27th Annual. Convention.
Sheraton,

Montreat

le Centre

Canada.

than SO presentations

Society
More

on subjects

included in the theme. "Advance
Materials and Microstructural
acterization

Techniques.

in

Gear

1994 International GearUniversity

of New-

castle. For more int'om~ation contact
Jane Wallace.

Dept. of Mechanical

Bng., Stephenson Building, University of Newcastje, Neweastle upon

information contact ASM, (216) 3385]5~ x703 or fax (216) 338-4634.
AUG.2S
day Inn O'Hare

International,

HoliRose-

mont (Chicago), IL. Seminars will

O'SU campus .. Lectures,

case histo-

ries, lab demos. For more information

conract Carol Bird at O'SU. (614)
292-3204.

A:GMA 22nd Annual Gear Manufac-

SEPT. 11-14
ASME 1.994 Design Technical.
ferences
Regency

Annual Meeting.

on Gear Noise. Robinson Laboratory,

OCT.9-U

and International

COR-

Compur-

er in Engineering Conference. Hyatt
ASME-GRI

Short Course

Tyne, England. NE[ 7RU.

Char-

' For more

SEPT ..141-16
Ohio State University,

Hotel, Minneapofis,

MN.

turing Symposium. The Westin Hotel.
Cincinnati,

O'H. Technical

training

and papers ona wide range of gearing
subjects. plus a new feature. interac-

For more information
contact
ASME, (2n) 705-7788 or fax (212)

tive problem-solving

sessions.

705-7856.

684-0211 or fax. (703) 684-0242.

For

more tnformanon call AGMA,. (703)

Our family of
gear machines
shares a name-

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1 meter diameter.

and a whole
lot more.

Get hiah precision gears
-up to 1 meter-with

Cut gears up to 450 mm
fast with simple set up

our gear hobbers-fast.

and conversational
programmmg on our

Our hiIbIY DRlCiIe
grinders give )'OU gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

gear shavers.
The most complete family of gear cutting machines
share MilSubis.hi machine construction, Mits ubishi
software, and common controls. For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Milsubi'shi represemauve today.

Th,..

.•.IS IS • '......

'MITS'UBIISI-IIII
IMACIHIN

TCCILB

Phone_ (708) 860-4222,·

FAX (708)

MHI Mllchjne roolllJ.S ..A." Inc.
907 W IrVing Patk Road. ltasca, IL 60143-2023

860,4233
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..".----onal Broach works
you tough gear ,appl~
_10 belp you ring up more profits tbrous
NIdonII Broach, an industry leader in
h..-flnishing
arena, now offers a,
e of gear manufacturing
......
Ind tools.
fNIn habblng through honing, using
IItIIt cell manufacturingl

techniques, you can now effiden
machine blanks into finished

our quality-award-winning
ing tools, the full Red Ring
. machines is backed by our
_" .. "H'"",,,nt to total customer support .
o let us show you, just give us a ring.

GEARING

48044'

me WORlD FOR IDMORROW

Phone: 313-163-0WO ,',Fax: 3,13,-26,3··4511

